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1CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
The problem of predicting electromagnetic scattering from periodic structures has 
been studied for well over a century. As early as 1786, David Rittenhouse, an American 
physicist, published his experiments on the diffraction of light through a periodic grating 
[1, 2]. Fraunhofer constructed some of the first practical diffraction gratings in 1823 to 
split a beam of light into its various colors. At lower frequencies, Hertz utilized a metallic 
grid in his experiments in 1889. Within a few years, several theoretical papers had 
appeared attempting to explain Hertz’s experiments, the first by J. J. Thompson in 1893 
[3]. From that time to the present, the problem has received intermittent attention, driven 
primarily by the discovery of new applications, the development of printed circuit 
techniques, and the advent of the high-speed digital computer. The last of these factors has 
permitted a wide range of complicated geometries to be treated efficiently and accurately 
using a handful of systematic techniques.
At microwave frequencies, the two-dimensional versions of these surfaces are 
generated by replicating a conducting patch or aperture in a periodic fashion along two 
surface coordinates, which may or may not be orthogonal. The shape of the generating 
patch or aperture is used, to some extent, to control the frequency response of the surface, 
for example, to increase the bandwidth or to make the frequency response less sensitive to 
incident angle. Special considerations apply to circular polarization; otherwise, the element 
shape is arbitrary.
As a function of frequency, electromagnetic scattering from periodic surfaces is 
characterized by an infinite number of alternating reflection and transmission bands. At
2certain frequencies, a periodic array of printed elements can reflect an incident field as 
though it were a solid perfectly-conducting sheet. At other frequencies, the surface is 
perfectly transparent It is this property that is most often used in satellite antenna 
applications, where a periodic surface is used to generate a second focus for a parabolic 
reflector. It is also the property that gives it the name frequency selective surface (FSS).
Nearly all of the theoretical analyses of frequency selective surfaces has been based 
on the assumption that the surface is infinite in extent along both coordinate axes. For 
plane-wave incidence, the cell currents differ only by the known progressive phase shift of 
the incident field; thus, the fundamental unknown is either the current density or aperture 
field on a single unit cell. When frequency selective surfaces are implemented in real 
systems, they are finite, and due to their different environments, currents flowing in the 
interior regions of the surface can be quite different from currents flowing near the edges. 
The goal of this research is to study the effects of truncating a periodic surface to a finite 
size.
A frequency selective surface that has been truncated to finite dimensions is not 
periodic. Unless otherwise indicated by the context, the term “periodic surface” will 
always be used to refer to the infinite planar surface, which is (infinitely) periodic in one 
dimension (in the case of strip gratings) or two dimensions (in the case of true two- 
dimensional elements). The term “dichroic surface” will be avoided, since many 
applications are concerned with more than two frequencies.
This thesis is written from the problem-solver's point of view. Most of the emphasis 
is on the formulation of the equations and on the considerations that are essential to 
efficiently and accurately solve those equations on the computer. Less emphasis will be 
placed on physical interpretation of the results. This thesis is not intended to be a survey of 
the theory of periodic arrays. A complete discussion of the properties of the Roquet space 
harmonics, surfaces that are periodic in other separable coordinate systems, the application 
of Babinet's principle to complementary screens, iterative solutions of the scattering
3equations via the conjugate gradient method, and scattering matrices for cascading arbitrary 
dielectric layers and layers of printed elements are all treated elsewhere and will not be 
repeated here [2,4]. The scope of this thesis includes only material that directly pertains to 
the analysis of finite frequency selective surfaces, or material that is not readily available 
elsewhere.
The thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 introduces the geometries considered in 
the body of the text, identifies the fundamental unknown in each case, and summarizes the 
relationships between the fundamental unknowns and the total current density in the plane 
of the printed surface. Chapter 3 provides a review of the spectral-Galerkin technique, 
with a detailed look at the derivation of the spectral-domain Green's function for an 
arbitrary iV-layer dielectric medium. Chapter 4 highlights some of the theoretical and 
numerical considerations that are essential to implementing the spectral-Galerkin equation 
on the computer. A few representative numerical results are presented in Chapter 5, the 
response of frequency selective surfaces to arbitrary incident fields, such as the near field 
of an electromagnetic horn, is the subject of Chapter 6, and Chapter 7 summarizes the main 
conclusions and suggests directions for future work.
4CHAPTER 2
REPRESENTATION OF FUNCTIONS IN PERIODIC AND APERIODIC
DOMAINS
A few years ago, the spectral-domain formulation of the method of moments was 
developed and successfully applied to a number of different problems. Although the 
connection is not always clear, many of the formulations for predicting electromagnetic 
scattering from periodic surfaces that directly make use of the fact that the scattered field is 
composed of a discrete spectrum of plane waves are essentially equivalent to the method 
presented here. Some of the foundational papers, for example, Montgomery [5], Chen [6], 
Chen [7], and Tsao and Mittra [8], have very different points of view, terminology, and 
notation, but they all arrive at the same fundamental equation, and solve it using the same 
techniques. In the next chapter, we will take a look at the spectral-Galerkin technique as it 
applies to a fairly broad class of FSS-type problems, but first, in order to avoid repetition, 
it is necessary to review some basic concepts on representing functions in periodic and 
aperiodic domains.
One of the most useful means of evaluating the effects of truncating a periodic surface 
is to compare the currents and scattered fields obtained for the finite problem with the 
corresponding results for the periodic problem. The amount that the two results differ is 
entirely due to the finite versus infinite character of the two problems. However, in order 
to assign all of the difference to the truncation effect, it is necessary to solve both problems, 
the finite problem and the periodic problem, using similar approximations, particularly if 
one is interested in comparing, for example, the induced currents on the two structures. 
For this reason, both finite and periodic surfaces will be considered, concentrating more 
heavily on the finite-FSS problem.
5Having stated that the subject of the thesis is electromagnetic scattering from finite 
frequency selective surfaces, the subject matter is still too broad and varied to allow a 
comprehensive treatment. The problems considered here have been restricted by the 
following simplifying assumptions. First, partially due to the fact that the method of 
solution is a Fourier-transform technique, only planar geometries are considered. The 
problem of predicting the scattered fields from a frequency selective surface which has true 
two-dimensional curvature, such as a parabolic dish or hyperbolic subreflector, is still a 
challenging problem computationally, and one which has only been modeled using crude 
approximations or by relying heavily on experimental data. Cwik has discussed surfaces 
which are periodic in cylindrical and spherical coordinate systems [2], and he has also 
considered finite and periodic strip gratings on the surfaces of infinite cylinders [9]. 
However, the general problem, for the most part, has not been addressed -  nor will it be 
addressed here.
Second, although the method is not limited to single layers of metallization, for the 
purposes of this thesis, the geometry considered is a single layer of printed elements 
embedded in an iV-layer dielectric medium, where each layer is assumed to be uniform, 
homogeneous, and characterized by the complex-valued relative dielectric permittivity er. 
Under these assumptions, the problems of interest here fall into four or five general 
categories, which are treated in order of their computational difficulty.
As a corollary to the uniqueness theorem, the fundamental unknown in the integral 
equation can be chosen as either the induced electric current density on the metallized 
portions of the surface or as the tangential electric field in the apertures. In the periodic 
problem, the choice is somewhat arbitrary, but it is usually computationally more 
convenient to choose as the unknown that quantity that occupies the least physical area. In 
the finite-array problem, the choice is more clear. In the case in which a finite array of 
apertures is assumed to exist in an infinite conducting sheet, the idea of representing the 
current density over the infinite conducting sheet does not seem to be an option. In the
6same way, for a surface formed by printing a finite number of conducting patches on an 
infinite dielectric substrate, choosing the tangential electric field as the fundamental
i
unknown would seem to be impractical, since this too would involve representing the 
unknown over an infinite area. All of the finite-FSS examples that we will consider are of 
the second kind, where the metallized region is assumed to be finite in some sense, and 
hence, the induced current density on the surface will always be taken as the fundamental 
unknown.
2.1 Periodic Strip Grating
The first two types of problems that are considered are strip gratings [9-12]: infinitely 
long layers of metallization printed on a dielectric substrate, as shown in Fig. 2.1.
Figure 2.1. Strip grating geometry: (a) top view, (b) side view.
7These are one-dimensional structures in the sense that the geometry is independent of one 
of the surface coordinates. As a result, they are among the simplest structures of any 
practical interest.
In the first case, we will consider a periodic grating, in which a unit strip is replicated 
in a periodic fashion an infinite number of times in the direction perpendicular to the strips. 
The metallized areas are assumed to be zero-thickness, perfectly-conducting regions of
width a and periodicity b, embedded in N  uniform homogeneous dielectric layers, 
described by complex relative permittivities £r - and thicknesses f/.
In order to determine how this structure scatters an incident electromagnetic field, the 
objective is to first write an expression for the induced current density on the entire surface 
in terms of the current on a single element. If the incident field is assumed to be a plane 
wave incident from the direction derived from the magnetic and electric vector
potentials A and F, where
A = z ej(kxX + V  + k*z)
F = z ¿ (kji + kyy hkiz) (2 .i)
and,
kx = kQ sin Oi cosfpi
ky = k0 sin 0,- sirupi (2.2)
kz = k0 cos Oi,
then the y variation of the induced surface current will have the same exponential phase 
dependence as the incident field. Adopting the notation of Papoulis [13], the x andy 
components of the total induced current density, Jx (x,y) and Jy {x,y), can be written in the 
form,
Jxix,y) = 
Jy(x,y) = <
Jxq(x) * ^  S ix -m b )  ejk^  »V V  ,
m  = -oo 
oo
Jy0(x) * S(x -  m b) e*k** ¡•e 'V  , (2.3)
8or in vector notation,
J(*,y) = JoOc) * ^  S ix -  mb) ¿ kxX (2.4)
With the y dependence removed, the remainder of the total current density, in braces, is a 
function of x  only. It can therefore be represented as a one-dimensional convolution of 
JoOc), the current density on the center strip along the cut y -  0, and an infinite, periodic 
sequence of delta functions, which are weighted by the progressive phase shift of the 
incident field.
The representation given by Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) is not unique. Another possibility 
would have been to factor out the phase shift due to the incident field in both x and y, 
leaving a periodic function of x,
J  (x,y) = J qU) * ^  S(x -  mb) A y (2.5)
The difference between the two representations is usually insignificant, but it is possible to 
imagine situations in which one representation might offer some advantages over the other. 
Anticipating the need for the Fourier transform of J(;c,y), which is defined as
oo oo
f (a ,P ) = f  f  f(x,y) e~jax e~^y dx dy ,
J  —oo J  —oo
(2.6)
from Eq. (2.4),
2 00
J(a ,P ) = J 0(a) 5 ( a - a m) 5 (P -k y), (2.7a)
m = -o o
27071
ccm — ^  ^kx , (2.7b)
where Jo(a), with a single argument, denotes a Fourier transform with respect to x only, 
and the tilde i<~” is used to denote a Fourier-transformed quantity. Equation (2.7a) 
illustrates a common feature of all periodic surfaces: when a periodic surface is illuminated
9by an incident plane wave, the spectrum of its induced current is discrete. As a 
consequence, the only scattered fields above and below the surface that satisfy the 
boundary conditions in the plane of the strips are plane waves whose transverse wave 
numbers are equal to am and ky. Note that we have incidentally derived the Floquet space 
harmonics -  an orthogonal set of plane-wave fields whose transverse phase constants am 
are given by Eq. (2.7b).
2.2 Finite Strip Grating
Much of what has already been said about the periodic strip grating applies equally 
well to the finite strip grating. The emphasis, therefore, will be on the main differences 
between the two problems. The geometry is illustrated in Fig. 2.1, where a finite number 
of strips is assumed to exist at regular intervals along the x  axis. In this case, the 
representation describing the relationship between J(jt,y) and Jo(x,y) is trivial, but it is still 
necessary to observe the distinction between the two functions. For the plane wave 
described by Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2),
J (x,y) = J 0Gr) e 'V  , (2.8)
where Jo(x) is the current density on the entire surface along the cut y -  0. Unlike the 
previous case, the currents flowing on the strips are no longer related by a simple phase 
shift, and in general, the current on each strip must be treated as unknown.
Taking the Fourier transform of Eq. (2.8) leads to
J (a ,P ) = 2/r J 0(a ) -  ky), (2.9)
where, as before, Jo(o0 with a single argument denotes a Fourier transform with respect to 
x  only.
10
2.3 Periodic Two-Dimensional Structures
In Section 2.1, a one-dimensional structure was defined to be one in which the 
surface geometry is independent of one of the surface coordinates. Next, the treatment is 
extended to include two-dimensional surfaces, i.e., those, such as the one shown in Fig. 
2.2, which are functions of both of the surface coordinates.
y = (x - mTjj j) tan Q
Figure 2.2. A two-dimensional periodic surface.
In the general case, the surface is considered to be periodic in skewed coordinates, 
with periodicities T^  and T-q2 along the 7j\ and 772 axes, respectively. A unit cell can be 
defined as the region -7y2 <x<  7y2, -Ty/2 <y< Ty!2, as in the simple brick arrangement 
of Fig. 2.3. The unit cell is the minimum area of the FSS that can be reproduced in a 
periodic fashion to generate the entire FSS, including both aperture and patch regions 
inside the rectangular boundary.
The unit cell is not unique and may be chosen to suit the particular geometry of 
interest. However, it is not always possible to choose the unit cell such that exactly one 
element is enclosed within its boundaries. The two surfaces shown in Fig. 2.4 are 
common examples of this situation: parts of at least three elements must be enclosed within
11
the unit cell, and care must be taken to ensure that the currents are continuous across these 
fictitious mathematical boundaries.
Figure 2.3. Simple brick arrangement where each unit cell contains exactly 
one element.
Figure 2.4. Common geometries for which the unit cell encloses parts of at 
least three elements.
Although the concept of a unit cell is general enough to describe any periodic surface 
of the type shown in Fig. 2.2, it is much too restrictive a notion in practice. There is 
nothing inherent to the problem that requires defining a unit cell. For isolated elements, 
such as those shown in Figs. 2.2 - 2.4, it is always possible to represent the current 
density on the entire surface in terms of the cuiTent on a single element of the array. In this 
case, the terminology “unit cell” is sometimes used (very loosely) to denote a single 
element. The context will usually indicate the meaning.
12
It is always possible to choose the x axis of a Cartesian coordinate system along the 
rji axis of the FSS. Then the diagonal lines in Fig. 2.2, m = 0, ±1, ±2, etc., are given by
y = (x - mT-rn ) tan Q  .
Assuming that the incident field is a plane wave described by Eqs. (2.1)-(2.2), the induced 
current density J(jt,y) on the entire surface can be written in the form,
JCc,y) = J qCt,y) * - 8(x -  y coti2 -  mTr]^ e’kt>c 8(y -  nT^sin ii )e/V
(2. 10)
where JoOt,y) is the current density on a single element of the surface. Except for the 
phase-shift terms, the quantity in braces is a two-dimensional array of Dirac delta functions 
located at the points of intersection of the lines m,n = 0, ±1, ±2, . . . <» in Fig. 2.2. 
Hence, Eq. (2.10) indicates that the current density on the entire surface can be constructed 
by convolving the fundamental unknown Jo(*,y) with a two-dimensional array of delta 
functions, appropriately modified by the phase shift of the incident field.
As shown in Section 2.1, this type of representation is not unique. The phase shift of 
the incident field could have been factored out beforehand, as follows:
J  (*,y) = < JoGcoO *
OO oo
y ,  S ix - y  coti2 -  m T^) ^  <5(y -  nT^sinQ)
m = —oo n = —oo
A *  e 'V  .
(2. 11)
Because of the difference between the two representations, (2.10) and (2.11), the two 
currents Jo(*,y) are different as well. Under certain conditions, there may be advantages to 
using the second type of representation, viz., for electrically long elements or for currents 
that flow outside of unit-cell boundaries. However, the first type of representation is more 
convenient from the point of view of reconstructing J(^,y) from Jo(*,y). The current on 
the patch at the origin is equal to Jo(x,y), and the current on any other patch is equal to
13
JoU»?) times a constant. Neither of these statements is true for the second type of 
representation, as is evident from Eq. (2.11).
Anticipating that the Fourier transform of J (x,y) will be needed later, the Fourier 
transform is defined as
oo oo
f(a ,p )  = f f  fOt,y) e-;ax e~^y dx dy . (2.12)
J  —oo J  —oo
The Fourier transform of Eq. (2.10) is therefore
J (a,P) ) T T sina2*  E  &<* -  O  X p  -  pm ), (2.13)
where
m  = -o o  n = -oo
2jcm
0 Inn  2 Tim
“  r „  sini2 ~ ~t T  cotQ + "2 ”1
(2.14a)
(2.14b)
Again, the spectrum of the current is discrete and is represented mathematically as a two- 
dimensional sequence of delta functions whose locations are the phase constants ocm and 
Pmn of the Floquet space harmonics. The only scattered fields that can exist above and 
below the surface are plane waves whose transverse wave numbers are equal to 
a m and pmn.
2.4 Finite Two-Dimensional Surfaces
In progressing from periodic to finite frequency selective surfaces, the problem 
becomes much more difficult computationally. For a periodic surface, the total current 
density on the surface can be represented in terms of the current density on a single unit 
cell; thus, it is only necessary to work with the equivalent of a single element of the array. 
In addition, since the spectrum of the current is discrete, the moment-method matrix 
generated by applying the spectral-Galerkin technique is filled by summing samples of the
14
Green's function, basis, and testing functions, in the Fourier-transform domain, at 
locations corresponding to the transverse wave numbers of the Floquet space harmonics.
In contrast to this, for a surface which is finite in two dimensions, the currents on 
each cell are, in general, different, and one is forced to treat the current on each individual 
cell as unknown. In the context of the method of moments, the number of unknown 
weight coefficients for an N x  A-element FSS is N2 times the number of coefficients in the 
periodic problem for the same accuracy. In addition to being more numerous, the elements 
of the matrix are also more difficult to compute. The spectrum of the current is now 
continuous rather than discrete, and the moment matrix must be computed by numerically 
integrating the product of the Green's function, and basis and testing functions, in the 
spectral domain, over the infinite a -p  plane.
As an intermediate step between the periodic and the two-dimensional finite surface, it 
is expedient to consider first a surface which is finite only in one dimension, permitting the 
surface to remain periodic in the other. In this case, a finite number of uniformly-spaced 
elements along the x  axis are replicated in a periodic fashion along the line y = x tani2 (see 
Fig. 2.2). The currents on a given row of elements are no longer simply related; however, 
assuming that the incident field is a plane wave, the currents on any row of elements are 
related to the currents on any other row through the phase shift of the incident field. As a 
result, if the incident field is derived from the electric and magnetic vector potentials (2.1)- 
(2.2), then the induced current density on the entire surface can be represented by a 
convolution of Jo(*,y), the current density on a unit row of elements, and an infinite 
periodic sequence of Dirac delta functions, appropriately phase-shifted to account for the 
effect of the incident field:
J ix,y) = Jofcy) ^  Siy -  nT^sinQ) Six -ycoti2 ) ^  e'V (2.15)
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The sequence of delta functions used here to construct the total current from J 0(x,y) is the 
sequence of delta functions in Fig. 2.2 corresponding to m = 0.
Taking the Fourier transform of (2.15) leads directly to
oo
j  (a,/J) = j 0(a,/J) — — —  X  * 0 - A .( a » .  (2-16)
T sinX2 n = —oo
where
27un
^ n = ~T sini2 ~ ~ k^)coti2 + ky . (2.17)
7
Except for the special case Q  = 90°, the phase constants pn will be functions of a.
As stated previously, for a frequency selective surface which is finite in two 
dimensions, there is no general relationship between the current on the entire surface and 
the current on any part of the surface. In the notation of this section,
JGr,y) = J 0 (x,y),
where Jo(x>y) is the current density on the entire two-dimensional surface.
In summary, the Fourier transform of the total induced current density J(a,p) can be 
expressed as the product of Jo(a,p), the Fourier transform of the current density on a 
subsection of the surface, times a periodicity function /7(a,/3), which is either a constant, 
or a one- or two-dimensional array of Dirac delta functions,
rx0 m<x,p) . (2.18)
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CHAPTER 3
THE SPECTRAL-GALERKIN TECHNIQUE
3.1 Derivation of the Spectral-Domain Green's Function
One of the main reasons for choosing the spectral-domain formulation is the ability to 
derive the spectral-domain Green's function -  a transform relationship between the 
scattered electric field in any transverse plane, due to the surface current J in any other 
plane.
E ja .p )
=
Gx’x{a,P) Gxy(a ,p ) Jx(a ,p)
(3.1)
Ey.(a,p) _Gy‘x(a ,p) Gyy(a ,p) j y{a,p) _
Here we have followed the convention of using the tilde to indicate a Fourier-transformed 
quantity, with the Fourier transform defined as
oo oo
f(a ,p  ) = f f f(x,y ) e~yax e~^y dx dy .
J  —oo J  —oo
Interpreting the elements of G from Eq. (3.1), Gxy ,  for example, is the Fourier transform 
of Ex', the x' component of the scattered electric field in the plane z* -  0, divided by the 
Fourier transform of an infinite planar current sheet Jxix',y') = e/X0* '+ /bO.
There are very few practical situations in which the printed surface can be considered 
as free-standing -  in the absence of any supporting dielectric layers. Most often, the 
properties of the layers are fixed by mechanical constraints, i.e., because of weight 
limitations, or requirements for temperature stability, shape and rigidity, FSS support 
structures constructed with alternate layers of honeycomb and thin film are common in FSS 
applications. Optimization techniques have also been applied in order to design dielectric
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layers to modify the electromagnetic properties of frequency selective surfaces [14]. The 
interest in free-standing surfaces is therefore limited, and it is essential that the FSS be 
considered in an environment consisting of a number of arbitrary dielectric layers.
The usual method of incorporating the effects of the dielectric support is the 
scattering-matrix approach [4, 15, 16]. If a plane-wave field is incident on a periodic 
surface, the scattered field is composed of an infinite number of discrete plane waves, 
whose wave numbers am, pmn are the transverse phase constants of the Floquet space 
harmonics. If any one of these plane-wave fields is now incident upon another surface 
having the same periodicity, the scattered fields will consist o f the same set of Floquet 
harmonics. In general, then, if  a multilayered structure is composed only of uniform 
homogeneous dielectric layers and printed periodic surfaces having the same lattice (T ^ , 
T772, i 2), then the fields existing throughout the region can be represented exactly by a 
doubly-infinite set of plane-wave fields called the the Floquet space harmonics. In a 
lossless medium, a finite number of these plane-wave fields will be propagating, and the 
plane-wave fields corresponding to higher values of m and n will eventually be 
insignificant in comparison to the dominant terms. It is therefore only necessary to 
consider a finite number of Floquet harmonics in order to obtain an accurate representation 
for the fields in each layer.
Scattering from a given layer can now be described in terms of a matrix, whose 
elements relate the amount of power in a given scattered plane-wave field due to an incident 
plane wave from another direction. A scattering matrix is computed individually for each 
layer, and the matrices are cascaded to predict the scattered fields from the composite 
structure.
Because there is nothing analogous to the scattering-matrix approach for cascading 
finite frequency selective surfaces, it is desirable to develop the spectral-domain Green's 
function from a point of view which is general enough to be able to handle the geometry 
shown in Fig. 3.1, which is typical in practice [14, 17]. Here, it is assumed that a single
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layer o f metallization is embedded in an AMayer stratification, where each material is 
assumed to be an infinite, uniform, homogeneous dielectric layer of complex relative 
dielectric permittivity £r and magnetic permeability jjq.
r l Kevlar £ r = 4.1-j.024
r 2 Kapton = 3.2-j.02
1 3 Kevlar Honeycomb £ r =  1.05
r 4 r 5 Kevlar £ r =4.1-j.024
Figure 3.1. Typical dielectric support used in FSS applications.
The derivation of the spectral Green's function is substantially the method of Itoh 
[18], which is based on the transmission-line analogy for a plane stratified medium. For 
completeness, and for the benefit of a different point of view, a detailed derivation of the 
spectral Green's function is provided below.
The transmission-line analogy is based on the following field properties: (1) any 
arbitrary field in a homogeneous source-free region can be expressed as the sum of a TE 
and a TM field; and (2) a plane wave propagating in a plane stratified medium, polarized 
either TE or TM with respect to the surface normal, will remain TE or TM throughout each 
layer of the stratification. Because of the similarity between the two-dimensional Fourier 
transforms of Maxwell's equations and the transmission-line equations, for each
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polarization, a length of transmission line can be assigned to each layer of the structure and 
the transmission-line theory can be used to derive the Green's function.
In general, an arbitrary current sheet Jx> (x'y') or Jy  (x’,yr) = eK000’ + Py') produces 
both TE and TM fields. Therefore, in order to apply the equivalent transmission-line 
analogy, the fields must be separated into their TE and TM components. To do this, it is 
advantageous to perform a rotation of the coordinate axes [18] in order to simplify the 
association between the field quantities E and H and the scalar quantities V and I.
The particular rotation of coordinates that achieves this simplification is determined by 
the following considerations: in order for the phases of the fields to match at every point 
on the boundary planes, the fields set up in each region due to the current sheet must be 
plane waves. Furthermore, the phase constants a  and P of the assumed current 
distribution must be the x and y components, respectively, of the wave vectors of those 
plane-wave fields. The desired simplification results if the coordinate system is rotated 
about the z' axis until TE and TM with respect to z’ are also TE and TM with respect to the 
plane of the wave vectors. In the new system, both E and H will have exactly one 
tangential component at the boundary planes, regardless of polarization. Equally as 
important, this coordinate transformation has the property that when the current sheet Jx> or 
Jy  is represented in the new coordinate system, one of its components will give rise to a 
field which is TE to z' and the other component will give rise to a field which is TM to z.
The rotation of coordinates obtained by rotating the original system through an angle 
(p about the z' axis satisfies all of the conditions necessary to make a simple transition 
between the fields problem and the transmission-line problem. In the next section, 
however, it will be desirable to have the incident field propagating in the +z direction to 
agree with the usual transmission-line conventions. Therefore, the final coordinate system 
is obtained by reversing the z' axis. The result is shown in Fig. 3.2, where, as long as it is 
necessary to make a distinction between the two, the original coordinate system will be
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designated by the primed coordinates x \ y \ z' and the new coordinate system by the 
unprimed coordinates x, y, z;
“ A “
X "cos(f) sin( f )"
° A "
X ’
A
Ly  J _sin0 -  cos(f>_ Ly'J
■ A “
x ' ’cos(f) s in 0 ' X
Ly'J sin(¡) - c o s ( p _ ALy J
z = -  z .
(3.2)
Figure 3.2. Coordinate transform ation defined for the equivalent 
transmission-line analogy.
An arbitrary A-layer medium is shown in Fig. 3.3, with its corresponding equivalent 
transmission-line system, where the polarization p  refers to TE or TM. In the ith layer, if 
the z-dependence o f the fields traveling in the +z direction is of the form e'Tiz , then the 
propagation constants are given by
7i = V « 2+0 2-e„'*o , (3.3)
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where ko is the free-space wave number. The characteristic impedances of the equivalent 
transmission lines are defined as the wave impedances of the plane waves propagating (or 
attenuating) in the +z direction in each medium. From Maxwell's curl equations,
rrTE ~Ey
■ Hx -  n (3.4a)
VTM _ Ex Yi
0i ~ Hy ~ joxrieo ' (3.4b)
With the equivalent transmission lines defined by (3.3) and (3.4), the problem can now be 
solved using a handful of highly-developed, systematic techniques.
Figure 3.3. AMayer dielectric support and its equivalent transmission-line 
network.
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In a given length of transmission line, the general solution to the telegrapher's 
equations can be expressed as a superposition of a +z-directed and a -z-directed wave,
V(z) = V +e ~y‘+ V~e ^  = V +(z) +  V~(z)
Hz) = ^ - [ V +e ^ - y - e +55] > 
z 0
where V + and V~ are arbitrary constants. If the generalized reflection coefficient F(z) is 
defined as the reflected-wave voltage divided by the incident-wave voltage, i.e.,
H z) =
V iz )
V iz )
then the voltage and current on the line can be expressed in the form,
V(z) = y +(z)[l + r(z ) ]  (3.5a)
Hz) = i- V ^ z X l - r(z )] . (3.5b)
z o
Taking the ratio of the voltage and current leads to an expression for the impedance Z(z),
Z(z) = V(z) l + r ( z )  
/(z) ° i - r ( z ) (3.6)
or, rewriting this in terms of r(z),
H z) = z , f e ) - i
Z„(z) + 1 (3.7)
where Zn(z) is the normalized impedance Z(z)/Zo. Since V +(z) = V +e-^ and V _(z ) = 
V 'e+V, it follows that
r(Zl) = r(z2) e2*2'- ^  (3.8)
for any two points z\ and Z2 on a section of uniform transmission line.
This brief review suggests the following strategy [19]: working from the load end to 
the source end of the transmission line, in any uniform section of line, (1) normalize the 
impedance at the load end by the characteristic impedance of the section, (2) calculate the 
reflection coefficient at the load end, (3) rotate the reflection coefficient toward the source 
using Eq. (3.8), (4) compute the normalized impedance at the source end, (5) unnormalize,
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and (6) advance to the next section. The operations are highly repetitive and are efficiently 
implemented on a digital computer.
Once the input impedance seen by the source has been determined by the above 
procedure, the remaining steps are independent of the specifics of the problem. The 
boundary conditions satisfied by the fields E(z) and H(z) at z = 0 are
z x  [ E(0+) -  E ((f  ) ] = 0 (3.9a)
z x [ H(0+) -  H(0~) ] = J ,  (3.9b)
or, expanding Eq. (3.9) in Cartesian coordinates,
Jy = ( Hx(0+) -  ) (3.10a)
Jx = - (  Hy(0+) - H y( 0 1 ) . (3.10b)
Assuming for the moment = x'e/(“* '+ f t1') , then, according to the coordinate
transformation,
J  = [ xcos0  + y  sin0] J 0“ +^ y . (3.11)
The boundary condition satisfied by the magnetic field at the source plane is that the 
discontinuity in Htan is equal to the surface current density J. Since the tangential magnetic 
field is analogous to the current, symbolized by the notation Htan <-> /, a discontinuity in 
Htan corresponds to a shunt current source in the equivalent transmission line model. For 
the TE fields (Ey, Hx, Hz) and their corresponding transm ission-line system, the 
appropriate boundary condition on Htan and Kirchoff s current law at the source are (Fig. 
3.4)
KCL: W ( 0 +) - [ - / ( ( T ) ]  (3.12)
BC: Jy = Hx(0+) -  HX(CT). (3.13)
Comparing (3.11), (3.12), and (3.13), the value of the equivalent current source I s= simp, 
and, since V = /jZTf and EyTE «  - V(Eq. (3.4)),
E f  = -Z™  sin0 giax'+jfiy' = £ te ¿a* +jpy(3.14)
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Figure 3.4. Equivalent circuits at the source terminals for the transmission- 
line system of Fig. 3.3.
For TM polarization (Hy, Ex, Ez\
KCL: 1s = /(0+) -  [ ] (3.15)
BC: -Jx = Hy(0+) -  Hy( 0 1 . (3.16)
Again, comparing (3.11), (3.15), and (3.16), Is = -cosip, and, since and Ex™
<-» +V (Bq. (3.4)), '
E™ = -Z ™  cos<p +W  = +jPf. (3.17)
In the remaining steps, the fields are converted back to the original coordinate system, and 
the TE and TM components are superposed to obtain the total field,
Ex. = [ E]lsirup +  £ ™  cos<p ] e/<“ ' +W  = -  [ Z™ sin20 + Z™  cos2<p ] eica' +jPr (3.18a) 
Ey  = [ -E%  cos <p +  £ ™  sirup ] e '0“ ' + W  = + [zj„E- Z™  ] sirup cos <p eica' (3.18b)
or, from the definition of G (Eq. (3.1)),
—— = -  [ Z j j  sin20 + Z™  cos ]
h -
F .
— = + [ z j^  — Z™  ] sin0 c o s0 .
h
(3.19a)
(3.19b)
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Sin<p and cos<p are related to a  and p  by the following relations:
p
sin 0 =  (3.20a)
COS0 = a  (3.20b)
as is evident from Fig. 3.2. A sim ilar procedure can be used to derive 
Gx'y'(&>P ) and Gy'y '(cc,p ). Only the results are summarized below:
Gxy  = —  = + [ Z™ -  Z™  ] sirup cos(p (3.21a)
~Jr
Gyy = - ^  = -  [ zJ„E COS20 + Z™ sin20 ] .  (3.21b)
As an important special case of the above, the ffee-space Green's function can be written 
immediately by recognizing that
~TE ~TE „  7TE j(OH 
¿in ~ ¿00 U ¿00 ~ (3.22a)
ryjM ryTM U ryTM ^0
Z‘" - Z°° //Z °° "  2iaeo ’ (3.22b)
TE TM
where Zm and Z00 are the characteristic impedances for the TE and TM plane-wave fields 
propagating in free-space, and y0 is the free-space propagation constant, as defined by Eq. 
(3.3) with er = 1. From (3.19) and (3.21),
G(a,p) =
1 k.Q — —ccp
VcoeoYo -ap
(3.23)
As a second example, the Green's function for a two-layer dielectric support is 
derived, where the current sheet is assumed to be embedded between two layers 
characterized by complex relative dielectric permittivities £ri, £n and thicknesses h, t2 as 
shown in Fig. 3.5. When the two transmission lines extending to z = ±oo are replaced by
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their characteristic impedances, the impedances Zp and Z'p as viewed in the +z and -z
directions, respectively, are written,
1 +
y'P _  yP 
¿ 0 0 -¿ 0 2  ^ -2
= ¿§2'
¿00 + ¿02 ¿02 + ¿00cot 1^72i2
...........................1 " 1 " — Z()2------------------------ -
J _  Z00 ~ ^02 4 o  + Zo2COth/2r2
7P _  7P
i + Z00 Z01c- 2 ^
¿00+ ¿01 ¿§1 + ¿goCOth/iii
¿ p -  ¿01 :  :  -  ¿01yP yP
i _  _22__ z2Le-2Vi
ZPoo + 4 i
¿00 + ¿o icoth7iii
The total input impedance 2? seen by the source is the parallel combination of Zp and Zp,
z£ = ¿0^02^02 + ¿ooc°thy2i2 ItZgi + Zoocothy1r1 ]
¿ 02^00 + ¿o icot^7iii ^¿02 + ¿oocoth72i2 1 + Zq\[Zqi + Zoocothy^j ][Zq0 + ¿02cot 1^72i2 1
(3.24)
The Green's function is then given by Eqs. (3.19) and (3.21).
3.2 Asymptotic Behavior of the Green's Function
Asymptotic expressions for the spectral Green's function are easily found. If kp2 »  
len l^ 02 and kpti > Tufor each finite-thickness layer, then asymptotically
7i -> kp (3.25)
co thyr,-»  1. (3.26)
The characteristic impedances of the equivalent transmission lines are, therefore,
(3.27a)
te JW  
¿ 0i “T ‘ 
KP
tm Kp
¿0 i “ > ”
yû^*£b
(3.27b)
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Figure 3.5. Geometry of two-layer dielectric support and its equivalent 
transmission-line system.
According to Eq. (3.27), the characteristic impedances for the TE transmission-line system 
are independent of the parameters of the layers. The characteristic impedances of the TM 
transmission line system differ only by a multiplicative constant. As a result, the input 
impedance Zin is the parallel combination of two terms of the form jcofjJkp,
te
in 2 ' (3.28)
Furthermore, it is not difficult to verify that under the approximations (3.24)-(3.27) the
TM
input impedance Zin depends only on the dielectric constants of the layers nearest the
source,
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7 ™  _>
in j<O£0(er++£rJ ’
(3.29)
where £r+ and £r_ are the relative permittivities of the two layers adjacent to the current 
sheet. Substituting the asymptotic formulas (3.28) and (3.29) into Eqs. (3.19) and (3.21), 
the Green’s function becomes
-1 -k lf i2 i a 2
jcoEffJ a2 + jS2 . 2(0? + ft2) ter++ f r-)
- a  ¡5 k\ 1
jcoe^fj a 2 + jS2 . 2(a2+ f t )  (er+ + £r-'>
-1 ~ kW   ^ p2
jOXtfJ a. 2(a2 + /32)
(3.30a)
(3.30b)
(3.30c)
These results are useful for several reasons. First, since the Green's function appears 
in the product j zt(a,/3)G(a,/3)jy(a,/3), the asymptotic form of the Green's function
determines the minimum rate of decay necessary in the Fourier transforms of the basis and 
testing functions in order for the inner products to converge. If, in polar coordinates, the 
product j  j’f’Gjy does not decay faster than l/kp, the inner product will not converge, and a
smoother set of basis and testing functions must be chosen. Second, since the asymptotic 
forms are considerably simpler than the general forms, it is possible, for a judicious choice 
of basis and testing functions, to perform the asymptotic integrations exactly [20]. This 
would offer advantages in terms of both speed and accuracy. However, even if the inner 
products cannot be evaluated exactly using the asymptotic form of the Green's function, the 
asymptotic form requires considerably less computational effort than the general form. 
Numerical experiments have shown that significant savings in computation time can be 
achieved by using the asymptotic form when kp becomes sufficiently large.
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3.3 Singularities of the Spectral Green's Function
The spectral-domain Green's function for sources in a lossless plane stratified 
medium has singularities of two different types. First, since the propagation constants y  
are defined in terms of the square root function, which is a multivalued function, there are 
branch points at the locations kp 2 = erik02, where kp2 = a2 + fl2. At these points the 
derivative of the Green's function is undefined. There are also nonintegrable singularities 
caused by zeros in the denominators of the input impedances Z™  and Z ™  which 
correspond to guided modes in the dielectric-slab waveguide.
Beyond this, very little can be said about the singularities without considering a 
specific example. Returning to the two-layer example discussed in Sec. 3.1, if the 
substrate and superstate are identical, such that er\ = er2 = en t\ = t2 = t , and Y\ = Yi = %
in i' m» *
then the denominators At e» Atm  of the impedances and Z\n , respectively, are given 
by
(-jcoe0)2
ATE = — 7"7—  2^y(^.y0 + }cothyr)(ery0cothyr + y) (3.31a)
i r
Atm = 2^y+  y0cothyr)(3cothyr+  y0) . (3.31b)
If pole-zero cancellation does not occur, then the non-branch-type singularities of the
Green's function will be solutions of
(£,7o + )Coth/f) = 0 (3.32a)
(£,y0cothyi + )) = 0 (3.32b)
(y+  y0cothyt) = 0 (3.32c)
()co thy i+ y0) = 0 .  (3.32d)
Since is a function o f kp2 only, i.e., since y  is not a function o f the polar angle, the 
singularities of Z in and Z in lie on concentric circles about the origin in the a -p  plane. 
Since Eqs. (3.32a-d) are transcendental equations, the locations of the singularities can 
only be determined numerically. However, if the dielectrics are lossless, the following
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general observations can be made. First, the number and locations of the singularities 
depend on frequency, the relative dielectric constants, and thicknesses of the layers. If any 
two of these parameters are held constant while the other is varied, higher frequencies, 
higher dielectric constants and greater thicknesses all tend to produce more singularities in 
the Green's function. Second, for kp > where £rmax is the maximum of eri, ft is
real and positive, coth^i is real and positive, and each term in Eqs. (3.32a-d) is the sum of 
two nonzero positive numbers. In such a case, Eqs. (3.32a-d) have no real solutions. 
Recalling that the branch-type singularities occur at kp = Veri ko , there can be no 
singularities of either type in the region kp > ^£rmax ^ -  Likewise, for kp < ko, a similar 
argument holds. Therefore, all of the singularities lie somewhere in the annular region ko < 
kp < yl£rmax ^ o- Figure 3.6 is a plot of the Green's function for a structure with two 
identical layers, characterized by er = 4.0, t = Aq/6 along the radial line a  = p. Eventually, 
Gxx(&,P) and G y y (a ,p ) increase linearly with kp> becoming unbounded at °o.
Gxx
Gxy
Gyy
Figure 3.6. Spectral Green's function for the fields at the center of two 
identical layers o f perm ittivity er = 4.0 and thickness 
t = Aq/6 (frequency = 1 0  GHz).
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3.4 The Spectral-Galerkin Equation
As was shown in Sec. 3.1, the general relationship between the scattered electric field 
and an arbitrary surface current J  radiating in the presence of a number of infinite, 
homogeneous dielectric layers can be written in the form
Ex{a,p) Gx'x’(a,p) Gxy(a,p ) Jx(a ,p )
EAa,p)L y Gy’X(a ,p ) Gyy (a ,p ) Jy{a,p)L >
The current density J  is now interpreted as the induced current on a printed frequency 
selective surface (whether finite or periodic), given by one of the representations (2.4), 
(2.8), (2.10), or (2.15). Except for one or two special cases [10], the current Jo(*,y) 
cannot be determined analytically, and numerical techniques must be used in order to 
compute it.
The spectral-domain method of moments proceeds as follows. Choosing a suitable 
set of linearly-independent basis functions {j/}, the current Jo is expanded in the form,
/ x 0
J y  0
where {cj} is a set of complex-valued weight coefficients which are yet to be determined. 
There are four main considerations involved in choosing an appropriate set of basis 
functions in the spectral-domain method of moments. First, as with any moment-method 
solution, the basis functions must be linearly independent. If any one basis function could 
be represented in terms of a linear combination of two other basis functions, for example, 
then one column of the moment matrix would be representable in terms of two others, and 
the matrix would be singular. Second, since the method of solution is a transform-domain 
technique, the basis and testing functions must be Fourier transformable. This is not a 
serious limitation, since all, or nearly all, basis functions used in practice are Fourier 
transformable. A third consideration, which is especially significant for the analysis of
/
i
• t
= 1 .
; = i . h i .
(3.33)
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finite frequency selective surfaces, is that the basis must be capable of representing the 
fundamental unknown with a small number of terms. This is because the matrix size is 
proportional to N  for an iVxAf-element array. For example, for the entire-domain basis set 
o f Orta, Tascone, and Zich [21], about twelve basis functions per arm are necessary to 
accurately represent the current on a particular tripole element. At 36 basis functions per 
element, even a small 10x10 array would require filling and storing a 3600x3600-element 
matrix. A fourth consideration that must be observed in choosing a basis is the requirement 
that the basis and testing functions together have sufficient smoothness to guarantee that the 
integrals and summations generated by the spectral method of moments converge. It is also 
desirable that the basis functions model, at least approximately, the known physical 
behavior of the current. For example, the current flowing parallel to the edge of a printed 
element exhibits an edge singularity proportional to l /^ x  - Jt0, where (x - jt0) is the
distance from the edge.
Substituting for J  and Jo, the scattered electric field is of the form
E? 
l f
L J
oo oo
~  LOO -oo
•P
' 
__
__
_1
1--
--
-
sP
'
X .P
'
v«i 1 __
_
-h i-
h a ,p )  +jP}dadp . (3.34)
Next, an inner product is defined satisfying properties (l-2)-(l-4) of Harrington [22],
oo
( f. g > = /  fT(*) g(x,y)dx , (strip g rating), (3.35a)
J—oo
oo oo
( f, g ) = /  /  fTCr,y) g(x,y)dxdy , (two-dimensional e lem ent), (3.35b)
J—oo J—oo
where the superscript “T” signifies transpose. Choosing the testing functions to be the 
complex conjugates of the basis functions [23], and forming the inner product of Eq. 
(3.34) with each testing function lead to a system of I  equations in I  unknowns
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< ih  E S > = f f  J f  j?Cx,y) e?0* +jpydxdy G(a,p) j ;(a,/3)/7(a,/3) dad ft ,
(3.36)
where the dagger “t ” signifies complex conjugate transpose. The double integral over x 
and y can be recognized as a Fourier-transform-type integral, which can be done 
analytically, resulting in the equation
I oo oo
~ ^ h cJ f  (  i . W >  G(a,J® }j(a,p)n(a,p) dadp  = ( j*, E mc ), i = 1, 2...... 1 .
4 nr j _ j J-°°
(3.37)
As a result of testing with j/, the equation has been restricted to the surfaces of the 
conductors. The boundary condition has therefore been enforced by replacing the scattered 
field with the negative of the incident field on the right-hand side. The specific form of Eq.
(3.37) will depend on the specifics of the problem, but for the five general types of 
problems discussed in Chapter 2, the spectral-Galerkin equation is summarized below:
1. Periodic Strip Grating (Fig. 2.1):
J2 00
f i i a , p )  =  if£  S ( a - a m )8(/J -  kam  * •  <3.38)
m = —oo
/  00 00
~ T ^ cj X  G (am,ky) jf a j j ' V  = f  j/(x )  E inc0t,y) dx , i = 1 , 2 , / .
j=  1 m = - ~  •'x = —
(3.39)
2. Finite Strip Grating (Fig. 2.1):
ÌXa.p ) = 2n5kP~ ky), (3.40)
1 c 00 . 00
2^ z h cj £  t f (a )  G(a,ky) j / a V 'V r f a  =y" j/Oc) E tocfcy ) ate, 1 = 1, 2 ,..., /  .
>=1
(3.41)
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3. Periodic Two-Dimensional Surfaces (Fig. 2.2):
2 k  2 k
oo oo
n ( a , p  ) ^  ^  Pm*)'
^ 2  m  = - o o n  = -o o
2 m  ,
^/n ~ ~T »
_ 2;m 2 m  _
“  T . sini2 ~ T T "  COti3 + ’*»2 *»1
(3.42)
(3.43a)
(3.43b)
OO oo
-1
•"o X cj X  X  J.t ( a m./5mn) G ( a m,)3m„) j / a m,/)m„)r „  Tn sini2
"l "2 y =  1 m =  -oo n =  — •
OO OO
=J  j  iì(x,y)Eincu ,y ) dxdy , / =  1, 2 ,..., /  . (3.44)
. 4. Finite-Width Two-Dimensional Surfaces (Fig. 2.2):
oo
i 7 ( « , 0 )  = ....2 *  X  <5(0- A , ( « ) ) ,
T 2sin i2 n = —oo
(3 .4 5 )
0 n( « )  =  jsin f l  ( a  * * )c o t i2  +  ,
V2
(3 .4 6 )
-1
2717^ , sini2
'2 j = 1 n = -
i  oo OO
X c; X  f  j / (« A )  G(.a,pn) jj(a ,p n)da
w-oo
oo oo
=y* y* j?(*o0 E inc(*,;y) dxdy , z = 1 ,2 ,. . . ,  /  . (3.47)
5. Surfaces That Are Finite in Two-Dimensions (Fig. 2.2):
H a,p ) = 1 , (3.48)
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oo oo
-1
Tv Tv sini2"1 "2 j -  1
?»LL j¡(a,p) G{a,p) jj(a,p)dadp
00 00
= /  f  ¡¡(x,y) Emc(x,y) dxdy , 1 = 1 , 2 , /  . (3.49)
J—oo «/—oo
From this summary, it is possible to see that the difficulty involved in computing the 
moment matrix ranges from performing a summation over samples of the Green's function, 
basis, and testing functions at the discrete values am, pmn to a complete two-dimensional 
integration over the infinte a -p  plane.
3.5 Inciden t Field
The spectral-Galerkin equation derived in the previous section is written in terms of 
the quantity E inc, defined as the electric field reaching the plane of the printed conducting 
surface with the conductors removed, i.e., in the presence of the dielectric support. For 
plane-wave incidence, the tangential field Etinc is of the form,
E r  = f i'Ex.0 +  y'E+' V ' ,  (3.50)
where Ex‘0 and Eyo are complex constants. When combined with the testing functions, the 
inner product (3.28) becomes
< j , U n  = / / [ £ • ( * > ' )  j*y(x\y') ]
C'xO 
_Ey0_
¿K * '+ jky-y'dx 'dy' . ( 3.5 1 )
This can be recognized as a Fourier-transform type of operation, allowing the integration to 
be done analytically, resulting in
<jj. K c) = Ex'ot jiAK-’ky') ]* + £ /o [ jiyiky.ky) ]* . (3.52)
For the strip grating,
00
< i , U n  = /  il(x')E\nc(x',y’)dx' = {Ex.q j ix:(kx.) + Ey.Q l  \ k x) . (3.53)
•'X  — —oo
In order to find the constants Ex>0 and Ey§, we will again make use of the 
transmission-line analogy and rotation of coordinates defined in the derivation of the
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Green's function. In passing, we note that the fields in a plane stratified medium can also 
be determined by writing a representation for the fields in each region and matching the 
tangential components of E and H at the interfaces to solve for the unknown constants. 
For two layers, there are six unknown constants to be determined by solving a sixth-order 
system of equations. While this is a valid means of proceeding, the derivation is lengthy 
and difficult, and it is impractical for three layers or more.
For a plane wave polarized either TE or TM with respect to the surface normal and 
propagating along the line defined by the spherical angles (0/,<pz*), the field anywhere in an 
N-layer dielectric medium can be derived by the following steps. First, rotate the 
coordinate axes so that the incident propagation vector is in the x-z plane of the new 
coordinate system. The incident angle (pi is equal to the (p of Fig. 3.2. If the incident field 
is derived from the unit vector potentials A and F, then the plane-wave fields propagating 
in a free-space region in the absence of scatterers are given by Harrington [24],
e ToE+ = [ - i j k y. + f j k x. i / v + v ' »  + w ,
E™+ = - è r i  i'J  kx. +  j ’j  + V-joxq- •-■y
Applying the coordinate transformation (Eq. (3.2)),
ETtQ+ = y [ -jky  sin<f> -jkx> cos(p ~ r°z ,
(3.54a)
(3.54b)
,TM+
Jt0 =  X  ~r~~T~\Jkx' cos0 + jky' sirup V*** r°z ,
(3.55a)
(3.55b)
where
kx = kxcos(p + ky'Sirup ,
ky — 0 .
As before, the primed variables x \ y \ z' refer to the original coordinate system, and the 
unprimed variables x, y, z refer to the rotated coordinate system. Second, translate the 
fields problem into an equivalent transmission-line problem by assigning a characteristic
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impedance and propagation constant yi to each layer, where the polarization p = TE or 
TM.
= v ' a 2+ p
/tTE
¿ 0 l
_ - £ >
» ,
ZTM
z 0i
Yi ’
Yi
jœerieQ *
Third, alternating between T\z) and Z(z) from the load end of the transmission line to the 
source end, calculate the generalized reflection coefficient at each interface. Remember that 
although V(z), /(z), and Z(z) are continuous at the interfaces, T\z) is not. For the two-layer 
example introduced in Sec. 3.1,
A  = A 2
yP _  yP"JM ” 01
Zq2 +  Zoocothy2f2
A o  + Zo2cothy2f2
Zgi + Z ftothflfi
A  + Zm cothyij
Z^ +  ZK01
/ Î K )  =
7 ?  _  yP 
^ in  ¿ 0 1
A n + A x
yP _  yP
J S H )  = — -  .
A 0
Since <-> -V and Ex <-> +V, the complex amplitude of the incident voltage wave Vq is
given by
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7te+y 0 = jky- sirup + jkx> cos(p ,
V™ + = Jco e ftkx' c sin0 1 •
(3.56a)
(3.56b)
Fourth, compute the voltage in each region beginning at the source end of the transmission 
line. For the two-layer example, in region 0,
In region 1,
n - h ) = v g V '*  1 1 + / ? ( - (l) i .
i +  / ? H )
1^ (0) = i + rf( o) ].
Fifth, make the association from voltage back to the electric field,
¿ $ = - V TE(0 ) ,
E™ = + V ™ (0), 
and sixth, rotate back to the original coordinate system:
E ^ C x ’, / )  = [ x'sirup -  y ’cos0]£jo / V +  V > , TE inc.,
E ‘" V y )  = [ x'cosip + TM inc.
This completes the derivation of the incident field.
(3.57)
(3.58)
(3.59)
(3.60a)
(3.60b)
(3.61a)
(3.61b)
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CHAPTER 4
THEORETICAL AND NUMERICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Before the equations developed in the previous chapter can be implemented on the 
computer, there are a number of points that must be considered.
4.1 General Characteristics of the Inner Products Arising in the Analysis
of Finite Frequency Selective Surfaces
If a function j.0(jt,y) is shifted relative to the origin by an amount (.Xj,yj), where 
}j(x,y) = }jo(x-Xj,y-yj), then the Fourier transforms of the two functions are related by the 
translation property of the Fourier transform. Modifying the notation slightly so that 
j jo(cc,p) is real, the Fourier transform of jj{x,y) can be expressed in the form,
]j(cc,p) = Kfoic.P)e-iaxie~jPy>, (4.1)
where Kj is a complex constant. If the original function was either real and even or real 
and odd, }jQ(a,p) will be either real and even or real and odd. This is true for the vast 
majority of basis and testing functions used in practice, one exception being the traveling- 
wave expansion used in the analysis of electrically-large bodies.
If the current density on a finite-width two-dimensional surface, for example, is 
discretized using entire-domain basis functions, such that yj = 0 for all y, then substituting 
representation (4.1) into Eq. (3.47), the matrix element Zzy is given by
oo
Aj = ~2xT  1 X  /  j]0(a,Pn) e’ax‘'da  (4.2)
y n — —aa
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where xtj -  Xi - Xj, and the superscript “T” signifies transpose. Since j ¿q(oc,P) is real, the 
complex conjugate appears only on the complex constant Ki and on the phase shift term
If (p(a) is defined as the product i i0(a,P)G(a,pn)ij0(cc,pn), which is a complex­
valued, scalar function of a , except for isolated singularities due to the Green's function 
(which is the subject of the next section), (p(a) is relatively smooth. The term ei^ij, on the 
other hand, which depends on the separation between the basis and testing functions, can 
be highly-oscillatory, and in general, the greater the distance between a pair of basis and 
testing functions, the higher the oscillation. A plot of the integrand is shown in Fig. 4.1 
for a finite strip grating whose current density flowing perpendicularly to the strips has 
been discretized with triangular basis functions with a half width A of A/10.
Triangle-Triangle Interaction 
D = lambda/10, xij = 2*lambda ¥ -4 -
2
frequency = 10 GHz 
( Q,(p) = (.1°, .1°)
Figure 4.1. Plot of the integrand representing the mutual coupling between 
two x-directed triangular currents separated by 2Aq.
If the rate of oscillation is high enough relative to the variation of(p(a), in the integral, each 
positive half cycle of the integrand will cancel an adjacent negative half cycle of the 
function, making the result zero, or nearly zero. This intuitive observation is stated
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mathematically in the Riemann-Lebesgue Lemma [13], which says, if (p{a) is absolutely 
integrable on an interval (a,b), then
where a and b are finite or infinite constants. It is not necessary for (p(a) to have a 
bounded derivative for the above result to hold.
A sufficient condition to guarantee that <p(a) is absolutely integrable is that each 
dielectric layer be slightly lossy. Otherwise, the integrand will contain non-integrable 
singularities corresponding to unattenuated guided modes in the dielectric-slab waveguide.
The following conclusions are deducible from the above premises. (1) If the 
dielectric layers have some loss, however small, the mutual coupling between FSS 
elements will become negligibly small as their separation increases. This suggests, (2) that 
beyond a certain separation, it will be possible to neglect the direct mutual coupling 
between two elements in the array. In very large arrays, it is only necessary to calculate the 
mutual coupling between one element and a finite number of its nearest neighbors. The 
remaining terms will be negligible by comparison and may be set to zero without 
introducing significant error.
The coupling distance, or maximum separation for which direct mutual coupling must 
be taken into account, depends on the parameters of the dielectric support. If the dielectrics 
are extremely lossy, for example, the fields produced by one element will attenuate rapidly 
away from the source and will have little direct effect on the currents induced on a distant 
element of the array. If the elements are part of a free-standing surface, numerical 
experiments have shown that if the x  and y periodicities are roughly equal to A/2, 
significant mutual coupling exists only between elements that are less than about seven 
periods apart. For surfaces supported by dielectric layers, or backed by perfectly- 
conducting ground planes, the coupling distance will be somewhat higher.
b
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A third conclusion deducible from the above premises is the following: for distant 
interactions, the dominant coupling mechanism is the guided modes in the dielectric layers. 
If Xij is large but not infinite, over intervals where (p(a) is relatively smooth, as already 
shown, the factor eim ij will cause cancellation to occur in the evaluation of the integrals. 
For large distances x¡j, therefore, significant contributions to the inner products will occur 
when (p(a) is singular or sharply peaked. These features are associated with the guided 
modes in the dielectric-slab waveguide.
4.2 Singularities of the Spectral Green's Function
The analysis of periodic structures by the spectral-domain method calls for sampling 
the product of the Green's function, basis, and testing functions, in the Fourier-transform 
domain, at the transverse wave numbers o ^ , pmn o f the Floquet space harmonics. These 
are represented graphically by the intersections of the grid lines in the reciprocal lattice of 
Fig. 4.2. Since the frequency, permittivities, thicknesses, periodicities, and incident angles 
are chosen independently, it is unlikely that the Green's function will be sampled at one of 
its singular points, represented by the concentric circles in Fig. 4.2. However, in the 
unlikely event that this does happen, any of the above parameters, for example the incident 
angles, can be adjusted by a small amount to shift either the locations of the singularities or 
the locations of the sample points ( a ^ , / ^ )  to avoid sampling directly on a singularity of 
the Green's function.
For a frequency selective surface of finite width, the formulation calls for a number of 
integrations to be performed along the diagonal lines pn = -  27r” - (a  - kx) coti2 + ky,
labeled n -  0, ±1, ± 2 , . . .  in Fig. 4.2. For free-standing surfaces, the free-space Green's 
function will contribute an integrable singularity to the integrand at kp2 = fc02 In this case, 
the function can be integrated with a judicious choice of a numerical integration routine. If 
the printed surface is deposited on the surface of one or more lossless dielectric layers, for
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Figure 4.2. Reciprocal lattice for periodic surfaces.
a  real, at least one integration will pass through a non-integrable singularity of the Green's 
function. Viewing the situation in the complex-« plane, the path of integration is along the 
rea l-«  axis, where a number of singularities are encountered for a small number of 
integrations around n = 0 (Fig. 4.3(a)).
There are at least two methods of handling the singularities [25]. If the dielectric 
layers are assumed to be slightly lossy, the singularities migrate off the path of integration 
as shown in Fig. 4.3(b), and there is no longer any theoretical difficulty in performing the 
integrations. This is not usually an inconvenience, since all physical materials have some 
loss. However, the lossless situation can be considered in the limit as the loss tends to
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Im { a } Im { a }
Im { a  } Im { a }
Figure 4 3 . Complex-cc plane:
(a) singularities of the spectral Green's function for a lossless 
dielectric, assuming one guided mode is supported in the
dielectric (time convention:
(b) locations of the singularities assuming the dielectric has a small 
amount of loss.
(c) contour of integration obtained by considering the lossless case 
as the zero-loss limit of (b),
(d) rectilinear path obtained by deforming the contour of (c).
zero, as long as the contour of integration is defined in such a way as to encircle the 
singularities in a manner which is consistent with the lossy case (Fig. 4.3 (c)). However, 
since the locations of the singularities can only be determined numerically, and since the 
contour can be deformed through any analytic region of the function, it is more convenient 
to integrate along a rectilinear path as shown in Fig. 4.3 (d).
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Both of these methods were found to be successful means of handling the 
singularities. Contour integration may offer some advantages in terms of efficiency. If the 
distance S from the path of integration to the singularities is varied as a parameter, then the 
greater the distance, the smoother the integrand, and the fewer number of points are 
required to integrate the function to the same accuracy. In Table 4.1, a typical integral 
arising in the study of the finite strip grating is evaluated by the contour integration method, 
for various values of 8. The current density flowing parallel to the axis of the strips has 
been discretized using pulse basis functions. The dominant self-interaction term is 
evaluated using an adaptive numerical integration routine that automatically adjusts the 
sampling rate in order to accommodate for changes in the smoothness of the function. 
Table 4.1 shows the number of function evaluations required to achieve the same relative 
accuracy of 0.1 per cent As indicated in the table, the least number of function evaluations 
is exactly one third of the greatest number.
Table 4.1. Number of function evaluations required to integrate a function 
to the same relative accuracy using the contour integration method.
+47T . c
w + j S
-W2 C ~ aw  
—— J Gyy(a,ky) sine2(— )da
271 -4* ■ 
i r - J 5
5 NPTS
(0.29138 - . /O ^ S O n O - 1 0.0 t t 0 1140
(0.28941 - j039561)*10-1 0.05&o 820
(0.28835 - ,/0.39399)*10'1 ooo 420
(0.29077 - >0.39677)* 10'1 0.20&o 380
frequency = 5.625 GHz (6,(p) = (0.5°,0.5° ) 
pulse width W = 0.029775Ao
two identical dielectric layers: t\,t2 -  0.09375/q £ri,£r2 = (4 - yO)
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The results of Table 4.1 suggest that it may be possible to find an optimum path 
which would require a minimum of computational effort. Kong and Shen [26], to find the 
fields of an antenna submerged in a dissipative dielectric medium, define vertical branch 
cuts which are actually the steepest-descent paths for a particular configuration of 
transmitting and receiving antennas. Since the integrand is exponentially decaying in the 
direction perpendicular to the real-a axis, it can be integrated using only a few evaluations 
of the function.
The finite FSS will require considerably more integration time, but the considerations 
are identical to those in this case.
4.3 Numerical Integration
As was shown in previous chapters, the spectral-domain formulation of the method 
of moments applied to the analysis of finite frequency-selective surfaces leads to a number 
o f integrals involving the Fourier transforms of the Green's function, basis, and testing 
functions. Because of the complexity of the integrands, the integrals cannot be evaluated 
exactly and some method of numerical integration must be employed.
An intelligent choice of a numerical integration scheme depends on the nature of the 
integrand. Integrals with special difficulties such as infinite ranges o f integration, 
singularities, or highly-oscillatory integrands should be treated in special ways, developing 
specific automatic routines tailored for each type of difficulty. “The programmer,” 
according to Davis and Rabinowitz, is “in the position of the sportsman who has given up 
worms but now must know which fly to use to catch his fish” [27]. A poor choice could 
lead to excessive computation time or give erroneous results.
The integrands encountered in the spectral-domain method of moments have all of the 
above difficulties associated with them. First, in the lossless limit, for kp2 < £rmax k02, the 
integrands have a number of isolated singularities. There are branch points where the 
phases of the propagation constants % are discontinuous and singularities caused by zeros
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in the denominators of the input impedances Z in and Z in . Even if the singularities are 
avoided either by introducing a small loss into each region or by deforming the path of 
integration into the complex plane, the integrands will still vary rapidly in the vicinities of 
the singularities. Second, interactions between basis and testing functions which are 
separated by a few periods are characterized by highly-oscillatory integrands. As the 
distance between a pair of basis and testing functions increases, the rate of oscillation 
increases proportionately. Third, the limits of integration are infinite.
Of the three, the singularities are considered to be the most serious difficulty. The 
oscillation is manageable for arrays with moderate dimensions, while for large arrays, the 
integrations can be confined to the regions around the poles. If the integrand has a certain 
minimum asymptotic rate of decay, the limits of integration can be truncated to finite values 
and the integral evaluated over the finite interval.
The sampling rate in numerical integration is determined by the number of points 
necessary to represent the integrand in a given region. For kp2 < £rmax k 2, the sampling
rate is dominated by the presence of the singularities. Outside this region, the oscillatory 
behavior of the integrand dominates. Because the integrand has two regions dominated by 
different behaviors, because the integrand contains a number of singularities, and because 
the locations of these singularities can only be determined numerically, an adaptive 
numerical integration routine that automatically adjusts the sampling rate to accommodate 
for changes in the smoothness of the integrand is a natural choice.
The advantage of such a scheme is that the integrand is sampled heavily only in 
regions where the function is varying most rapidly. If, over a given interval, the integrand 
is relatively smooth, the sampling rate is automatically reduced to a minimum. The 
algorithm is also capable of handling singularities. Davis and Rabinowitz report that an 
adaptive routine based on Simpson's rule has been used to successfully integrate 1/Vbti 
through zero. Hillstrom [28] has done some numerical experiments that indicate that if the
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integrand is sharply peaked, or if great accuracy is desired, a high-order adaptive routine is 
most efficient.
Many variations of adaptive integration have been proposed in the literature. Rice, 
who is quoted by Davis and Rabinowitz, has studied the subject in detail and estimates that 
there are about a million adaptive quadrature algorithms which are potentially reasonable 
and interesting. While a complete discussion of the subject would be out of place here, the 
essential features of adaptive integration are embodied in the following example.
On a given interval, the function is first integrated using a previously-chosen 
fundamental integration rule. The interval is then halved and the same rule is applied to 
each of the two subintervals. If the result of integrating over the two subintervals is within 
a specified tolerance of the result for the total interval, the result of the two integrations is 
accepted, and a new interval is selected for the next iteration. If the result of the two 
integrations does not fall within the allowable tolerance, one of the two subintervals is 
selected as the total interval for the next iteration, and the process is repeated. For example, 
if NCn is the result of applying an «-point Newton-Cotes integration rule over [a,b], and 
2 x NCn is the result of applying the same rule to each of the two subintervals, then, if
12 xN C n -N C n I < £ I 2 x NCn I , (4.3)
the result 2 x NCn is accepted as the value of the integral over [a,b]- Otherwise, each of the 
subintervals is treated as the original interval using e j^ l  as the pro-rated error tolerance, 
since ell is usually too strict in practice. The actual error is usually much less than e.
The choice of an integration rule to be used as the basis for an adaptive algorithm
depends on a number of considerations. The theory of approximate quadratures depends
J
*b Cbaf{x)dx by another integral L  (p(x)dx, where (p(x) can be
determined in a simple way [29]. The function (p(x) is expressed as a series of weighted
orthogonal functions over [a,b]; then (p(x) is integrated exactly to obtain an approximation
to the desired integral. If the integrand is sampled at the (n + 1) points y0> J i , yn, the
result of the integration can be expressed in the form
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f  0(x) dx = A0y0 + A xy-i + . .  .+ A j /n , (4.4)
•'a
where the (n + 1) constants Am are independent of the (n + 1) abscissas y m. In the 
Newton-Cotes-type formulas, the points y m are fixed. It follows that if f(x) is a 
polynomial of degree ^  n, the error in integrating (p{x) can be made to vanish by the proper 
choice of the Am's. In Gauss's method, both the sample points ym and weights Am are 
determined in such a way that the difference between jf(x)dx  and J (p(x)dx is a minimum. 
Since there are now {In + 2) available constants, an (n + l)-point Gaussian-quadrature 
formula is capable of integrating exactly a polynomial of degree < 2n + 1. Thus, for the 
same relative accuracy, a Gaussian-quadrature formula requires fewer points, or, for a 
given number of sample points, a Gaussian-quadrature formula is more nearly exact than 
the corresponding Newton-Cotes formula.
Integration rules based on equally spaced abscissas, such as the Newton-Cotes-type 
formulas, have the advantage that as each interval is halved, only half of the function values 
need to be computed, since the other half is available from a previous iteration. Many high- 
order Newton-Cotes rules contain weights of opposite signs, which, because of finite word 
length, could result in a loss of accuracy. Newton-Cotes rules based on an even number of 
points have rarely been used in practice, since they are generally less accurate than the next 
lower order rule of the same type, which can be verified by examining the error 
expressions given by Abramowitz and Stegun [30]. A notable exception to this is the 
trapezoidal rule.
As stated before, Hillstrom has shown, by numerical experiment, that if the integrand 
is sharply peaked, or if great accuracy is desired, an adaptive high-order rule is most 
efficient. Hillstrom's experiments were repeated using the adaptive procedure outlined in 
this section. Adaptive algorithms ANC3, ANC7, and ANC11, based on 3, 7, and 11-point 
Newton-Cotes formulas, were applied to two different test integrals having sharply peaked 
or singular integrands. ANC3 is an adaptive Simpson's rule, which is the minimum-
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degree rule used adaptively in practice. ANC7 is based on a 7-point Newton-Cotes rule, 
which is the highest-degree rule based on an odd number of points with all positive 
weights, and ANC11 is based on the highest-degree mle given by Abramowitz and Stegun 
[30].
Each of the routines was required to integrate the same function to the same relative 
accuracy £, and each was limited to the same minimum sampling interval, which was 
chosen to be approximately 2/106. If convergence had not been achieved at this point, the 
most accurate estimate was accepted as the value of the integral over that subinterval and the 
process was allowed to continue. An algorithm is considered most efficient if it requires 
the least number of functional evaluations to obtain the result
The first integral is of the form J.\(x2 + p 2)A dx, where p is a parameter. For small 
p, the integrand has a peak of height p-2 at the origin and is approximately equal to one at 
the endpoints. Table 4.2 shows the number of function evaluations required by each 
routine to achieve the same relative accuracy. Results are also provided for the popular 
ROMBERG integration method, to highlight the advantages of using adaptive integration 
for sharply peaked integrands.
Although the adaptive algorithms described here, and in particular the convergence 
criterion, are somewhat different from those implemented by Hillstrom, the results are very 
similar. The “best” integration rule to use in an adaptive scheme depends both on the 
desired accuracy and on the smoothness of the integrand. If extreme accuracy is desired, 
an adaptive routine built on a high-order rule is most efficient; but if two or three digits of 
accuracy is sufficient, for the range of the parameters tested, an adaptive routine built on a 
moderately high-order Newton-Cotes formula ANC7 is most efficient. The comparison 
with the results of the ROMBERG algorithm is striking.
Table 4.2. Comparison of several adaptive quadrature routines for 
integrating sharply-peaked functions of the form (.x2 + p2)'1.
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p = 10-2 p = IQ'2 p =  10-4
£ = .0 1 * £ = .0 1 £ = ,0 1
ROMBERG 513 ROMBERG 8193 ROMBERG 65537
ANC3 129 ANC3 249 ANC3 401
ANC7 169 ANC7 265 ANC7 337
ANC11 241 ANC11 241 ANC11 521
£ = .0 0 1 £= .0 0 1 £= .001
ROMBERG 1025 ROMBERG 8193 ROMBERG 65537
ANC3 273 ANC3 481 ANC3 769
ANC7 169 ANC7 265 ANC7 361
ANC11 241 ANC11 401 ANC11 561
£ = 10-4 £ = 10*4 £ = IQ*4
ROMBERG 2049 ROMBERG 16385 ROMBERG 262145
ANC3 481 ANC3 929 ANC3 1449
ANC7 193 ANC7 385 ANC7 577
ANC11 281 ANC11 441 ANC11 561
£ = 10-5 £ = 10-5 £ — IQ'5
ROMBERG 2049 ROMBERG 32769 ROMBERG 262145
ANC3 977 ANC3 1793 ANC3 2561
ANC7 361 ANC7 505 ANC7 793
ANC11 281 ANC11 441 ANC11 601
£ = 10‘6 £ = 10‘6 £ =  10-6
ROMBERG 4097 ROMBERG 65537 ROMBERG 524289
ANC3- 1897 ANC3 3425 ANC3 4409
ANC7 409 ANC7 721 ANC7 1009
ANC11 321 ANC11 481 ANC11 721
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A second type of difficulty encountered in the analysis of finite frequency selective
present in the transform-domain expression for the free-space Green's function, Eqs. (3.3) 
and (3.26). At the singular points, x  = ±1, the magnitude of the integrand becomes 
unbounded, while the function reverses from real to imaginary and vice versa. This 
function can be integrated exactly to give
This integral was evaluated using the same adaptive quadrature schemes as before. The 
results are summarized in Table 4.3. Of the routines tested, for 0.01 < £ < 0.005, the 
adaptive Simpson's rule was most efficient; for 0.002 < e < 0.0001, the adaptive 7-point 
rule was most efficient. As in the first example, for extremely tight error bounds, say£ < 
10‘5, the higher-order rule ANC11 is expected to become more efficient than the lower- 
order rules ANC3 and ANC7.
These conclusions are based on the performance of integration rules with evenly- 
spaced abscissas. The question remains as to whether there is any advantage in using an 
integration rule with non-equally-spaced abscissas, such as the Gauss-type formulas. 
Chugh and Shafai, for example, report that an iterative nonadaptive algorithm built on an 
11-point Gauss-Legendre integration rule was more accurate and more efficient than the 
popular ROMBERG integration method at handling a particular two-dimensional phase 
integral arising in electromagnetics [31].
The fact that the abscissas are unequally-spaced makes an adaptive Gaussian - 
quadrature algorithm particularly robust. When a given interval is bisected, since the 
abscissas are, for example, given by the zeros of Legendre polynomials, none of the 
sample points coincide with previous values, and subsequent integrals are based on entirely
surfaces is an integrable singularity of the type 1/Vx2 -1 . This type of singularity is
(4.5)
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Table 4.3. Comparison of several adaptive quadrature routines for 
integrating a singularity of the form iN x 2 - 1 .
£ = .01
ROMBERG 8193 
ANC3 497 
ANC7 553 
ANC11 681
£ = .0 0 5
ROMBERG 131073 
ANC3 569 
ANC7 625 
ANC11 721
£ = .0 0 2
ROMBERG 524289 
ANC3 721 
ANC7 673 
ANC11 841
£ = .001
ROMBERG 524289 
ANC3 881 
ANC7 721 
ANC11 881
£= .0005
ROMBERG 1048577 
ANC3 1009 
ANC7 769 
ANC11 881
£ = .0002
ROMBERG 1048577 
ANC3 1225 
ANC7 889 
ANC11 921
£= .0001
ROMBERG 1048577 
ANC3 1457 
ANC7 889 
ANC11 1001
different values of the function. If the convergence criterion is satisfied under these 
conditions, the result is especially reliable.
However, the source of all the advantages of using a Gaussian-quadrature formula in 
an adaptive routine is also the cause of its main disadvantage. Since, in general, no two 
abscissas coincide, all previous function evaluations are discarded in the next stage of 
refinement. The overall efficiency of an adaptive Gaussian-quadrature routine, relative to a 
comparable Newton-Cotes routine, will therefore depend on the relative importance of the 
following considerations: (1) the number of points used in actually evaluating the integral 
is expected to be somewhat less for an adaptive Gaussian-quadrature routine, but (2) the
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cost of determining these points, which is equal to the cost of discarding all previous 
function values, may be prohibitive. Clearly, the second factor depends on the complexity 
of the particular integrand being considered. As the integrand becomes more difficult to 
compute, the added computation time due to calculating and then discarding previous 
function values will eventually outweigh, then overwhelm, the time saved in using a more 
accurate integration rule. Unfortunately, there is no way to determine the complexity of the 
integrand where this transition occurs.
A numerical experiment was conducted in order to determine the efficiency of an 
adaptive Gaussian-quadrature routine relative to a comparable Newton-Cotes routine for a 
particular integral arising in the analysis of the finite strip grating. Since Gaussian- 
quadrature formulas are open type, i.e., since the function is not evaluated at the endpoints 
of the interval, a 10-point Gauss-Legendre rule was compared to an 11-point Newton- 
Cotes rule. In order to integrate a function of this complexity, the adaptive Gaussian- 
quadrature routine required from two to three times as long as the comparable Newton- 
Cotes algorithm.
4.4 Symmetry
The input impedances Zin and Z in that are used in the derivation of the spectral- 
domain Green's function are functions of a2 + fP only, and are, therefore, even functions 
of both variables. According to Eqs. (3.19)-(3.21), Gxx and Gyy are, therefore, even 
functions of a  and ¡3, while G^y is an odd function of both variables. Since nearly all of 
the basis and testing functions used in practice are either even or odd, their Fourier 
transforms are either even or odd as well. In this section, we will investigate under what 
conditions symmetry can be used to reduce a two-dimensional summation or integration 
over the infinite a -¡3 plane to a summation or integration over the half plane a > 0 or the 
quarter plane a  > 0, ¡3 > 0, reducing the total number computations to one half or one 
quarter of its original value.
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To take advantage of symmetry, the integrand or summand must be evaluated at 
symmetrical points (±a, ±p). Referring to Fig. 4.2, it is clear that for the periodic FSS, 
the sample points of the summand are not symmetrical, in general, about either axis, and 
symmetry cannot be used except in special cases. If the skew angle Q  is equal to 90° and 
the incident angle (p is zero, then the sample points of G, j ¿, and j  .-, pn = n = 0, ±1,
J 1 y
± 2 ,..., will be symmetrical with respect to the a  axis, and the computation time in filling 
the moment matrix would be reduced by approximately one half. If, in addition, 0 = 0, 
then the sample points =-=—, m = 0, ±1, ±2 ,..., would also be symmetrical about the 
P axis, allowing the number of computations to be further reduced to approximately one 
fourth the original number. However, if the incident field is derived from the magnetic and 
electric vector potentials, Eqs. (2.1)-(2.2), the field for (0,(p) = (0,0) is not defined.
On the other hand, if the problem of interest is a frequency selective surface of finite 
width, rather than summations at the discrete points (am,pmn), the formulation calls for 
integrations along the diagonal lines Pn = " (a  '  + ky> shown in Fig. 4.2.
As in the periodic case, generally the integrands are not evaluated at symmetrical points and 
symmetry cannot be used. However, there are numerous practical situations, less 
restrictive than in the periodic case, where symmetry can be used. If Q  = 90°, then the 
lines of integration, pn = + kyt are horizontal, and the even/odd character of the
integrands with respect to a  can be used to decrease computation time by one half. This is 
true for the strip grating, for example, and for a large number of other geometries used in 
practice. If, in addition, (p = 0, then ky = 0, and the lines of integration will be located 
symmetrically about the a  axis, allowing another factor of two reduction in computation 
time.
For the finite-FSS problem, which requires a full two-dimensional integration over 
the infinte a-p  plane, if the basis and testing functions are real and either even or odd, 
symmetry can always be used to reduce the region of integration to the quarter plane a  > 0, 
P>  0.
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4.5 Translation, Reciprocity, and Parallel Matrix Fill
The analysis of finite frequency selective surfaces by the spectral-domain method of 
moments requires an enormous amount of computation time unless careful consideration is 
given to the efficient computation of the matrix elements. It has already been shown that a 
judicious choice of a numerical integration technique can mean an order of magnitude 
speedup in generating the moment matrix. Equally significant is the computation time 
saved by eliminating redundant calculations. If the current density on a finite-width FSS is 
discretized with entire-domain basis functions whose unshifted versions are real and either 
even or odd, then the matrix element Zzy can be expressed in the form
*  o°
Z‘J = X  j/ jro (® A )  G(.a,Pn) ijo(a,Pn) e'0“« da ,
where Kt and Kj are complex constants, j z0 and jy0 are real, and (xz, yp and (xj, yp are the 
coordinates of the basis and testing functions relative to the origin. According to this 
equation, the interaction between basis function jy0 at position (xj, yp and testing function 
j ¿0 at position (jq, yz) depends only on the distances Jtzy = (jiq - Xj ) and yzy = (yz - yp. For 
example, if the current density on a finite-width frequency selective surface of thin linear 
dipoles is represented in terms of rooftop basis functions as shown in Fig. 4.4, and 
Galerkin's testing procedure is used, many of the interactions are identical: Zn  = Z22, etc., 
^12 = ^ 23» d c ., Z j3 = Z24, etc., Zjg — Z27, etc., Z j7 — Z2g, etc., Zjg = Z29, etc.
If the basis functions are numbered as in Fig. 4.4 and arranged in a vector, the 
resulting matrix Z will have two levels of Toeplitz structure, as indicated in Fig. 4.5. The 
full matrix will be a block-Toeplitz matrix, and each Toeplitz block will itself be a Toeplitz 
matrix, i.e., the independent elements of Z lie in the first row and column of the blocks 
B¿/, and the remaining elements are obtained by copying these elements parallel to the main 
diagonal. The result is that instead of computing (NI0)2 matrix elements, where N is the 
number of elements in a unit row and 70 is the number of basis functions per element, it is
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Figure 4.4. Rooftop approximation for the current on a finite-width array 
of thin dipoles.
Z l , l  Z l , 2  Z l ,3  Z l , 4  Z l , 5 Z l ,6  Z l ,7  Z l , 8  Z l , 9  Z l , 1 0 Z 1 , U  ^ 1 , 1 2 ^ 1 , 1 3  2i,u Zlfl5
¿ 2 . 1 Z 2,6 z 2 , n
23.1 Z 3,6 Z 3 , l l
Z 4 , l Z 4,6 Z 4 , U
: Z S ,  1
----
1
VOtri
N
 
___1 .25.ll
Z 6 , l  Z 6 ,2  Z 6,3 Z 6 , 4  Z 6 ,5
Z 7,1
Z 8 , l ® 12
29.1
- 2 i o . i
2n,i z n , 2 z n , 3  z n , 4  z n , 5
Z 12,1
Z 1 3 , l B 2 i Bn
Z 1 4 , l
- Z 1 5 , l
Figure 4.5. Independent elements of the moment matrix Z for the example 
of Fig. 4.4, showing two levels of Toeplitz structure.
only necessary to compute the (2N  - 1)(2/0 - 1) independent interactions in the first row
and column of each Toeplitz block. The actual amount of computation time saved will 
depend on the size of the matrix.
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The translation property that produced the significant savings in this example is not 
dependent on the details of the example. The following general conclusion is valid: if a 
finite frequency selective surface consists of a uniform array of identical elements, and the 
unknown on each element is discretized with the same set of basis functions, which are 
ordered in the same way and grouped according to element, the matrix Z will be a block- 
Toeplitz matrix. The second level of Toeplitz structure in this example is due to the choice 
of subdomain basis functions; however, this type of structure can also arise with entire- 
domain basis functions in the analysis of frequency selective surfaces which are finite in 
two dimensions.
A different matrix structure and a different type of redundancy show up in the 
moment matrix when the current on a finite frequency selective surface is represented in 
terms of entire-domain basis functions with Galerkin testing. It is easily verified that the 
product J^G jy0 is independent of the interchange of j  i0 and jy 0, i.e., j^ G  j y0 = j^ G  J /0. 
This suggests that the inner product is unchanged if the functional forms of the basis and 
testing functions are interchanged, provided the source patch and test patch remain the 
same. For example, if the current on a finite array of thin horizontal dipoles is represented 
in terms of a trigonometric series as shown in Fig. 4.6, then Z 12 = Z21, Z13 = Z31, Z23 = 
Z 32, etc., and Z 15 = Z 24, Z 16 = Z 34, Z 26 = Z35, etc.; i.e., each Toeplitz block is 
symmetrical with respect to its diagonal. This property is illustrated in Fig. 4.7.
Figure 4.6. Trigonometric basis functions used in the expansion of the 
current on a three-element frequency selective surface of finite 
width.
Figure 4.7. Matrix structure for the example of Fig. 4.6, showing only the 
unique elements of the matrix (see text).
Under certain conditions, it is possible to make use of reciprocity. If the skew angle Q  = 
90°, such that the integrations in the previous example are performed along the horizontal
and, therefore, Zji = Zzy. In this particular example, this is true regardless of the particular 
combination of basis and testing functions considered. Therefore, in addition to the 
previous reductions, it is only necessary to compute the elements above or below the main 
diagonal. The resultant matrix is shown in Fig. 4.8.
In addition to recognizing that many of the matrix elements are either identical or 
otherwise simply related, large reductions in computation time can be achieved by 
computing several matrix elements in parallel. Referring again to the expression for the 
matrix elements for a finite-width frequency selective surface,
lines = —  + ky, then for the even-even interactions, Z 13, Z14, Z16, etc., Kt and Kj are 
real, and since Gxx is an even function of a , then
oo
n = —<
(4.6b)
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1^1^ 12^ 13 ZuZi5Z16 Zi7Zi8Zi9
' Z22Z23 • z25z26 • Z28Z29
- ‘ ' Z33_- • • z36J 
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Figure 4.8. Matrix structure for the example of Fig. 4.6, showing the 
unique elements of the matrix for Q  = 90° (see text).
Zij = 2r f r ‘ X  G(a,pn) i j0(a,P„) e/acv da ,
^ n — —°° ~°°
the idea is to consider the product j l0G j ;0 as a core integrand and compute all of the 
matrix elements at once for various values of fa  - xj) and (yt - yj). The evaluation of G at 
a single point (a,p) requires solving two iV-layer transmission-line problems (one TE and 
one TM), and, depending on the structure of the program, calculation of j  / and jy could 
require several nested calls to several different function subprograms. By comparison, the 
calculation of ~ Jp requires very little time. This strategy was described by
Pozar [32] in a recent paper on spectral-domain analysis of a finite microstrip-patch array of 
thin conducting dipoles.
Unlike when the method of moments is applied in the space domain, the interactions 
between the most widely separated pairs of basis and testing functions are the most difficult 
to compute. This is due to the presence of the highly-oscillatory factor ¿ a X^i~ xP+JP(yi ~ yj) 
in the integrand, whose rate of oscillation increases as the distances (x,* - xj) and (y/ - yj) 
increase. For the dominant self-terms of the matrix, this oscillatory phase factor is equal to 
one; therefore, calculating these terms requires the least amount of computational effort. If
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the integrations are done in parallel, such that all of the integrands are sampled more heavily 
until each result satisfies the exit criterion, then the dominant self-terms will be the most 
accurate.
Another possible means of reducing the computation time to fill the matrix is based on 
the observation that the integral is of the form of an inverse Fourier transform. If the 
separations xij are all integral multiples of some value, then the FFT can be used to 
compute all the interactions for a given pair of basis and testing functions simultaneously. 
Since the FFT requires that the samples of the integrand be evenly spaced, this is equivalent 
to ignoring the singularity. This strategy has been used by Ko and Mittra [33]. For free­
standing surfaces, the error involved in ignoring the singularity does not appear to be too
great.
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CHAPTER 5
NUMERICAL RESULTS
5.1 Reflection Coefficient for Periodic Surfaces
The parameter most widely used to characterize the scattering response of frequency 
selective surfaces is the reflection coefficient, which is a measure of the reflectivity of the 
surface. There are a few different ways of defining the reflection coefficient; therefore, it 
is necessary to be very precise in the definition to avoid confusion.
If the generalized periodic surface of Fig. 5.1 is illuminated by a plane wave, whose 
magnetic or electric vector potential is given by
then the scattered electric field will be a discrete spectrum of plane waves of the form,
where 8mn is the Kroniker delta function. In this form, the scattered field can be 
recognized as being composed of two parts: (1) the scattered field associated with the 
vector constants epq is due to the induced current on the printed surface radiating in the 
presence of the dielectric medium; and (2) the scattered field associated with is the field 
reflected from the dielectric medium with the printed surface removed.
The field at the air-dielectric interface z - z t and the induced current are related by a 
spectral-domain Green's function, similar to the one derived in formulating the integral
r ( z  > z ,)=  x  + eóo + v >  -  V , (5.1)
P-<7 =
equation,
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where J  is now known (or an approximation to J) as a result of solving the discretized 
form of the integral equation. The derivation of the spectral Green's function is similar to 
the derivation in Sec. 3.1, and the details are omitted here.
z
Figure 5.1. Arbitrary periodic surface surrounded by an N-layer dielectric 
medium.
To find the constants epq, the strategy is to take the Fourier transform of Eq. (5.1) 
and match the two representations (5.1) and (5.2) at z = zt. Recall that the current density J  
is related to the current density on a single element J 0 by the following relationship
J  (a ,p ) = j 0(a ,p ) 2 n 2n 
\  T rjsm n X  8 i a - a pq) Siip-,Ppq\ , (5.3)
p ,q  = -oo
where apq and ppq are given by Eqs. (2.14). Performing the indicated operations leads to
X  e p q ,e  W ‘ 4^<5(a -  apq)&p -  Ppq)
OO
= X  G ( a p q ,P p q ) j 0 ( a p q , P p q  )
p ,q = -oo
2n 2n 
T~ sini2”l ” 2
S ( a - a pq)S (p -p pq),
or, equating the two series term for term,
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(>Y p q Z t
®pqt ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  Q^&pqtPpq^O^OtpqfPpq ) j (5.4)
Tn Tn sini2Vl W2
where epqt is a vector of the transverse (i.e., x-y) components of epq<
To separate the scattered field into its TE and TM components, the field is represented 
in terms of z-directed electric and magnetic vector potentials,
A s(z >z,) = i  X  R j ? J * * * W - * '*  = i  ^  R™ ¥Pq (5.5a)
p,q = -~ p,q = -oo
o e  OO
F1 (z z,) =  i  X  + ^  -  w  = i  . (5.5b)
ptq ss —oo pfq = —oo
XE TMwhere and are complex-valued scalar constants. An expression for the electric 
field is obtained by differentiating Eq. (5.5) according to,
E’ = - V x F * -jeonA1 + - 4 —V iV -A *),
b
or, expanding this in Cartesian coordinates,
P4 
p>q
<-X
•o r,TE _  „TM
J P p q K p q -RjCOEo PI
r>TE ¿PpqV„TM+JC(pqKpq j  Rpq
¥p
¥pq
ytueb -j< w < ¥ pq-
(5.6a)
(5.6b)
(5.6c)
Efx and Es are known quantities, given by Eqs. (5.1) and (5.4). Equations (5.6a)-(5.6b)
n n  n  »
are therefore a system of two equations in the two unknowns Rpq and Rp . Solving for 
the unknowns, the result is
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~TE _  fiPpq^pqx i^Xlx^ Op^ Oq^  ^pq^pqy ~^~ ^OOy^ Op^ Oq)]
M= < <  + &>
nTM j[&pq(€pqx "*" ¿OOx^ Op^ Oq) Ppq^pqy ^OOy^ Op^ Oq^  1 
“ Pi -
(«M + ^ ) - f e -
(5.7a)
(5.7b)
;û*o
TTJ fFl I
The reflection coefficients are defined as Æqq for TE incidence and Æ00 for TM incidence.
For a strip grating, the reflection coefficients are defined in the same way. The 
electric field is first expanded as a discrete spectrum of plane waves of the form,
E s(z > z,) = X  (em + er0S0J ^  + V >  '  V , (5.8)
where
2toti
~ ^ *" j^ci » (5.9a)
rm = V « m  + ^ ,  - ^ 0  • (5.% )
At z = zi9 the tangential electric fields due to the induced current J  are represented 
symbolically as
(5.10)
where
£^'(z = z,) ¿XX <
P
' 
__
__
__
1
---
---
---
1
N ii o w
__
__
__
1
_Ey'(z = zt) _Gyx Gyy. y / z  = o) _
J(a,P ) = ^ - J 0(a) ]T  S ( a - a J  8 ( /3 - i„ ) .
m  = -o o
Matching the two representations at z = z(,
(5.11)
X e^ e V'
= - r -  X  G i a ^ k y i t i o i a n M a  -  a m)8( P  -  kyi), (5.12)
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from which it follows that
¿fmZt ~
(5.13)
If the scattered field is assumed to be composed of TE and TM-polarized plane-wave fields 
derived from As and FJ, where
then
AJ(z > z() = R ™ / * *  + -  V
m = -o °
oo
F* (z > z() = * L V (“»* + -  V
= (5.14a)
/n = -<*>
oo
= ¿ £  « I V ; > (5.i4b)
m = —oo
^TE _ 7^)u'(^ mx ■*" ^Ox^Om) &m ^m y  ^Oy^Om^
( c l  + k l)
P ™ - A&m^mx ^  ^yi^my ^Oy^Om^’
( a 2 + Ic")
(5.15a)
(5.15b)
As before, /?0TE and ^ o ™  are defined to be the reflection coefficients for TE and TM 
incidence, respectively.
If the incident field is derived from unit-amplitude vector potentials, the reflection 
coefficients defined here have the following properties:
1. The magnitudes of / ^ TE and Rpq™  may be greater than one, particularly for 
fields scattered from the TM polarization into the TE polarization.
2. However, conservation of power requires that
I I < 1, for TE incidence, and 
IR™  I < 1, for TM incidence.
3. The reflection coefficients for a free-standing perfectly-conducting plane at z = 0
are
^oo = -1» for TE incidence, and 
R™  = +1, for TM incidence.
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5.2 Reflection Coefficient -for Finite Surfaces
The reflection coefficients defined for periodic surfaces were carefully chosen to be 
compatible with the definitions in this section. In the limit as the number of elements in a 
finite frequency selective surface approaches infinity, the reflection coefficient defined for 
the finite surface must be equivalent to the reflection coefficient defined for the periodic 
surface in order to make a direct comparison between the two.
Rather than attempt to justify each individual assumption, it is simpler to postulate a 
reasonable definition for the reflection coefficient and verify numerically that it has the 
desired properties. Since the reflection coefficient for a perfectly-conducting plane is equal 
to ±1, then, except for a minus sign for the TE polarization, the reflection coefficient 
derived in the previous section can be interpreted as the complex amplitude of the plane- 
wave field scattered by the surface in the specular direction divided by the complex 
amplitude of the plane-wave field reflected from a perfectly-conducting plane. This is 
essentially the definition that will be used for the finite array, with the language modified to 
account for the finite nature of the scatterer.
The scattered field can be viewed as a superposition o f two parts: E^, the field 
scattered from the surface of the dielectric medium with the printed surface removed, and 
E^, the field due to the conduction current on the printed surface, radiating in the presence 
of the dielectric medium. With the printed surface removed, the plane-wave field reflected 
from the infinite dielectric stratification E^ is of the form
Ej(z 2  zt) = e'0(/ ^  + V >  -  W ,  (5.16)
where the vector constant is computed by the transmission-line method using the 
techniques discussed in Chapter 3. For a finite-width frequency selective surface, this part 
of the scattered field is approximately proportional to the field produced by
K.(x,y,h) = [ eoo/e_y°oZ' ] / * * + V ’p
- N Se* x N Tiy e1 x
(5.17)
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which is a physical optics approximation to the tangential fields at the surface of the 
dielectric. Ne is the number of elements in a unit row across the finite dimension of the 
array; Tx and Ty are the x  and y  periodicities of the printed surface (Tx = and Ty = 
Tjj2s in il) . The truncation factors Px and Py(a,b) are zero except on [a,b] where they are 
equal to one. The far field radiated by this surface field is computed using standard 
techniques.
The remaining component of the scattered fields is due to the conduction current on 
the printed surface. To keep the proper proportionality with the first term, is the field 
due to a unit row of elements radiating in the presence of the dielectric support and is given 
by a spectral-domain Green's function of the form,
Ex{z = zt)
i
a°
*
__
__
__
i 1---------
ollN
1 ______
_Ey'(z = zt) Gyx ô „ .
-------1
oIIN
____
i
The far fields produced by this equivalent magnetic current sheet are obtained by evaluating 
the Fourier transforms of the electric field at arguments which are determined by the 
observation angles (6,(p). If the incident plane-wave field is incident from the direction 
(9i,(pi), the reflection coefficient is defined as the total far-zone scattered field + Esc in 
the specular direction, normalized by E^, the far-zone physical optics field
scattered by a perfectly-conducting plate of area NeTx x Ty.
Ro e-
_ Ed<p(~6j> <h) + <t>j)
0»)
Kei-Qi’ 0t-) + Ke(~0i>
tfpei-Oi, <Pi)
, TE incidence
, TM incidence.
(5.19a)
(5.19b)
It is easily verified that, for TE incidence, the physical optics approximation for the current 
on a perfectly-conducting plate produces a far-zone electric field that is entirely in the 
direction, and for TM incidence, the far field is entirely in theft direction.
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This definition is easily extended to surfaces which are finite in both dimensions, and
the same definition can also be used for finite strip gratings, with the slight inconvenience 
of having to define an arbitrary period “7 y ” In addition, the following properties have 
been verified numerically: if the induced current satisfies the periodic condition, i.e., if, 
instead of the current on a finite frequency selective surface, the current on a number of 
elements of a periodic surface is substituted for Jo(Jt,y), then, (1) the reflection coefficient 
is independent of the number of elements Ne, and (2), except for a minus sign for the TE 
polarization, the value of the reflection coefficient is identical (to at least four significant 
figures in all our sample calculations) to the value obtained by using the plane-wave 
definition.
5.3 Finite Strip Grating
In Chapter 2, it was shown that for a finite planar strip grating illuminated by an 
arbitrary plane wave, the current density J  on the infinite plane could be represented in 
terms of the current density JoOc) along the cut y = 0. In the transform domain,
In Chapter 3, an integral equation for the fundamental unknown J q(jc ) was derived, and 
the spectral-domain method of moments was applied to generate a matrix equation; i.e., if
In Chapter 4, the essential theoretical and numerical considerations were discussed that 
pertain to implementing the spectral-Galerkin equation efficiently and accurately on the 
computer. The only remaining steps involve choosing a linearly-independent basis {jy} for
J(oc,p) = 2 n J0(a)8 (p -  ky) .
/
then
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expanding the unknown and solving the resultant system of equations for the coefficients
{cj).
The transverse current is discretized using the trigonometric series
jxifx) = s in T -^  (fr ~ xk> + &)]/%(** -  h), 1 ,2 , . . . ,  Nsin (5 20)
and the parallel component of the current JyQ is represented by functions of the form,
h, xk + h), k -  1 , 2 , . .  Ncheb , (5.21)
where Tn(x) is the Chebychev polynomial of order n,
Tn(x) = cos(n cos-1 GO),
h is the half-width of the strips (h = a/2), xk is the position of the basis function relative to 
the origin, and the truncation factor Px, which limits the extent of the functions to the 
surfaces of the conductors, is defined as
Px(Xl,X2) = l
1 ,  < X  < * 2
otherwise
Note that each term in the expansion of Jy0 has a built-in edge singularity to model the
physical behavior of the current. The first few terms of this series are shown in Fig. 5.2. 
The Fourier transforms of the basis functions are [34]
¿ ¿ (a )  = -jh X t \  sinc^-^p -  ah^ -  ( - l)* s in c^ -~  + ah j j e~jo“k (5.22)
jyk(a) = (~j)k~lnh J(k-i)(-ah) e~jaXk, (5.23)
where j  = V-l, sinc(x) = sin(x)/x, and Jn(x) is the «th-order Bessel function of the first
kind.
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Figure 5.2. Chebychev polynomials modified to incorporate the edge 
singularity.
To verify that these basis and testing functions have sufficient smoothness to 
guarantee convergence o f the inner products, the asymptotic behavior of the product 
j  (a ) G (a,kyi)ij(a) is examined for each combination of basis and testing function, i.e.,
R-xx^ cc) — jxk{oc)Gxx{c(,ky) jxk(cc)
Rxyta) =  jxk( cc)Gxy(a,ky) jyk(a)
Ryy(cc) = jyk(cc)Gyy(a,ky)jyk(a ) .
The two s in (a )/a  terms combine in such a way that the net convergence of jxk(a ) is not 
1/a, but 1 /a2. This might have been expected, since the trigonometric basis functions have 
the same degree of differentiability as the triangular basis function, whose Fourier 
transform is 2^» which is well known. The asymptotic expression for Jn(x) is given 
by
/"W->V5 C0S(J:~ 7 - t ) -
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If each term in the product j ,- t(a )G (a ,^ ) jy (a) is replaced by its asymptotic form, then, 
except for a constant, the asymptotic expressions for the integrands R ^ , R ^ ,  and Ryy are 
given by
R-rxicc) —>
RXy(cc)  —»
R yy i c d )  —> ”7=:
1 a 2 1
—>
1
0:2 \ f  O^ + ky
a 2 a 3
1 a k y 1
—>
1
° \ / a 2 + ky
V a a 2V a
1 k2Ky 1
■ —>
1
2 ,2 t + ky
(5.24a)
(5.24b)
(5.24c)
a
For this choice of basis and testing functions, the integrands and summands converge at 
least as fast as l /« 2.
The inner products formed by applying the spectral-domain method of moments 
contain either infinite summations or integrals with infinite limits of integration. If no 
extrapolation techniques are used to predict the contribution of the tail regions [35], the 
summations or integrations are truncated to a finite area of the a-fi plane. When truncating 
the spectrum, however, the limits of summation or integration must encircle the highest 
spectral component of the current; otherwise, the moment matrix will be ill-conditioned 
[36]. For the trigonometric series, the peak of the highest spectral component of the 
current occurs at a  • Therefore, the first opportunity to truncate the spectrum is at
the first zero beyond the peak or at (Nsin + 2 ) ^ .  By a similar argument, the spectral 
bandwidth of the Chebychev series is approximately (Ncheb + l ) ^ .  In all of the results in 
this section, the spectrum has been truncated at twice the maximum of these two numbers.
Electromagnetic scattering from a free-standing periodic strip grating has been solved 
exactly by Weinstein [10] using the generalized Wiener-Hopf technique. Figure 5.3 gives 
an idea of the accuracy of the numerical results by comparing the magnitude of the 
reflection coefficient computed by Weinstein's method with the results of applying this
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theory to the same problem. The incident electric field, which is incident normally on the 
surface, is polarized either parallel or perpendicular to the axes of strips. The numerical 
results have been computed assuming four trigonometric basis functions and four modified 
Chebychev polynomials to represent the unknown. Since the incident angles (&i,(Pi) = 
(0,0) are not allowed when computing the incident field by the vector potential method, 
(9i,(pi) = (0.1°, 0.1°) have been used for the numerical calculations. The worst-case 
deviation of the results is 4.3 percent.
To illustrate the effect of truncation, Figs. 5.4 and 5.5 show the frequency response 
of the periodic strip grating of Fig. 5.3, truncated to 3, 7, and 15 strips. This case was 
considered by Cwik and Mittra [9] using the equivalent of 64 subsectional basis functions 
per strip, for the two polarizations of the incident field. In the 15-strip example, this 
requires filling a 960 x 960 matrix. The results of Figs. 5.3 and 5.4, which are in excellent 
agreement with the results of Cwik and Mittra, were computed using 8 basis functions per 
strip, or by filling a 120 x 120 matrix. This underlines the importance of choosing a basis 
set that is capable of modeling the current in a minimum number of terms.
As pointed out by the previous investigators [9], the effect of finite dimensions is 
greater when the incident electric field is polarized parallel to the truncation boundary, i.e., 
when the dominant component of the induced current is flowing parallel to the edge of the 
finite array. In Fig. 5.4, where the incident electric field is polarized parallel to the 
truncation boundary, the fields scattered by a finite strip grating can be significantly 
different from the fields produced by an equal number of strips in an infinite array; this 
difference becomes less as the number of strips is increased. Conversely, when the 
incident electric field is polarized perpendicularly to the edge of the array over this 
frequency range, the difference between the periodic solution for the reflection coefficient 
and the finite solution is minimal, even for as few as 3 strips. Because of the properties of 
the reflection coefficients mentioned in Sections 5.1 and 5.2, the close agreement in Fig.
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TE (Parallel) Polarization
(a)
exact
periodic
TM  (Perpendicular) Polarization
□ exact 
♦ periodic
(b)
Figure 5.3. Comparison of numerical and exact reflection coefficients for a 
periodic strip grating: strip width a = 0.5 cm, periodicity b = 
1 cm. (a) Einc polarized parallel to the axis of the strips, 
(b) E™ polarized perpendicular to the axis of the strips.
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Parallel Polarization
□  p e r i o d i c
♦  3  s t r i p s
n  7  s t r i p s
♦  1 5  s t r i p s
(a)
Parallel Polarization
□ periodic 
♦ 3 strips
a 7 strips
o 15 strips
( b )
Figure 5.4. (a) Magnitude and (b) phase of the computed reflection 
coefficient for a plane wave incident on several free-standing 
strip gratings of 3, 7, and 15 strips, compared to the periodic 
result: TE polarization, strip width = 0.5 cm, periodicity = 
1 cm, (0i,(pi) = (0.1°, 0.1°).
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Perpendicular Polarization
□ periodic
•  3 strips
d 7 strips
* 15 strips
(a)
Perpendicular Polarization
□ periodic 
« 3 strips
n 7 strips
» 15 strips
(b)
Figure 5.5. (a) Magnitude and (b) phase of the computed reflection 
coefficient for a plane wave incident on several free-standing 
strip gratings of 3, 7, and 15 strips, compared to the periodic 
result: TM polarization, strip width = 0.5 cm, periodicity = 
1 cm, (O w )  = (0.1°, 0.1°).
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5.5 indicates that, for perpendicular polarization, the field scattered in the specular direction 
by a finite number of strips can be accurately approximated by the field produced by an 
equal number of strips whose currents have been obtained from a periodic model.
One of the reasons why the periodic approximation is valid for a finite array is that the 
edge effect is localized. This is illustrated in Figs. 5.6(a) and 5.6(b). A periodic surface is 
characterized by the fact that the induced current on any one cell differs from the current on 
any other cell only by the uniform progressive phase shift of the incident field. Therefore, 
the magnitudes of the current densities on a number of cells will be identical in both shape 
and amplitude. If the finite-array problem is solved using the same approximations that 
were used in the periodic problem, then any deviation in the behavior of the current from 
this uniform amplitude and shape is entirely due to the edge effect. A plot of the magnitude 
of the current density across a number of cells of a 15-element strip grating is shown in 
Fig. 5.6(a) for parallel polarization and Fig. 5.6(b) for perpendicular polarization. Only 
half of the cell currents are plotted since the incident field and geometry are symmetrical. 
Also shown are the corresponding currents on a periodic strip grating. From these results, 
it is evident that there is a locally-confined edge region that penetrates only about three 
strips into the interior of the array. As the array becomes larger, the edge region occupies a 
smaller proportion of the total area. The interior region, however, where the currents 
closely match those of the periodic array, occupies a larger proportion of the total area.
5.4 Crossed Dipole Element
The crossed dipole element was originally intended to be a simple extension of the 
linear dipole. It had been known for some time that for an incident plane-wave field of the 
proper polarization and frequency, a periodic array of thin conducting dipoles was capable 
of reflecting the field as though it were a solid sheet of perfectly conducting metal [37].
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Parallel Polarization
x (centimeters)
1 5  p a t c h e s  
p e r io d i c
(a)
Perpendicular Polarization
x (centimeters)
1 5  p a t c h e s  
p e r io d i c
(b)
Figure 5.6. Dominant currents induced on a 15-element finite strip grating 
along the cut y = 0: (a) parallel polarization, (b) perpendicular 
polarization. Strip width = 0.5 cm, periodicity = 1 cm, 
(O w )  = (0.1°, 0.1°).
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The crossed dipole was an attempt to make this effect independent of the polarization of the 
incident field.
The crossed dipole has been a popular choice in applications requiring circular 
polarization. For certain skew angles, the crossed dipole array has the property that at 
normal incidence, the surface looks the same to each of the two linear components of a 
circularly-polarized incident field. On reflection or transmission, the relative amplitudes 
and phases of the two components are preserved, and the scattered fields are circularly- 
polarized as well. Examples of other elements having the same property are Jerusalem 
crosses, square patches, and rings. But because of the ease of fabricating crossed dipole 
arrays and the apparent simplicity of modeling them analytically, most of the experimental 
and theoretical work has been conducted with crossed dipole arrays [8,14, 17, 38-40].
However, the apparent simplicity of modeling periodic arrays of crossed dipoles was 
deceptive. This was due to the fact that the current induced on the two perpendicular arms 
of the cross was not simply the superposition of the currents on two isolated linear dipoles. 
In addition to these, another term was present, sometimes referred to as the “crooked 
mode,” due to the mutual coupling between the two arms. In 1977, King published his 
solution for the zero-order currents on the cross [41], which included the new term, and 
soon afterward, Pelton and Munk showed that it was the presence of this term that caused 
the anomalous antiresonance that had been observed in the frequency response of crossed 
dipole arrays for oblique incidence [39].
The problem was later revisited by Tsao and Mittra [8], who incorporated the so- 
called “crooked mode” by using a special junction basis function. The basis functions used 
here are the same as those used by Tsao and Mittra in their treatment. Referring to Fig. 
5.7, if L is the length and W is the width of each of the two dipole members, then the basis 
functions can be expressed in the form
jxk(x,y) = sin
k n (  L
- { X + 2 2 ’ 2 2 ’ 2 )  ’ ^ ~ *^» • • •» ^sin (5.25a)
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j yk(x,y) = s i n [ ^ ( y  + . k = \ , 2 , . . ., Nsin (5.25b)
ifx .y )  = x sgnCx) C0S( x ^ ( ' T ’i ' ) />>(- T " ,T )
- y sgn(y) c o s ’t W i T ’I )  ’ (5'25c)
where only the basis functions at the origin have been shown. The truncation factors 
Px(a,b) and Py(a,b) are defined to be zero except on the interval [a,b], where they are equal 
to one.
Figure 5.7. Geometry of the crossed-dipole array.
The Fourier transforms of the basis functions are
jxk(a,p) = -jLW  [ *ZL] S1Y  2 )
2 À' (4 )
jyk(a,p) =
w
-jLW  ( 4l )  Sml a  2 
2 (  W \
v 2 J
. (k i t  ccL
S1T\ 2 T
kit
f )
- ( - 1 )
. (  kit 
sin k \
ccLY 
~  + ~ )
(k i t  ccL \
kit
T
PL
2 .
(k i t  B L \
vT  + “2~J
. (  kit p L \  . (  kit B L Y
Sml  2 ”  2 ' _ (_ 1)^ SmV”  + ^
(5.26a)
(5.26b)
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The junction function is only included to provide a minimum-term representation for 
the current on the cross. Basis functions of either subdomain or entire-domain type are 
capable of modeling the current at a junction, provided the number of terms is sufficiently 
high. By using the junction function, the object is to reduce the number of unknowns from 
approximately 10 per wavelength to approximately 2.5 per wavelength.
These basis functions give the weakest form of convergence. Asymptotically, the 
Fourier transform of the junction basis function decays as ^  ^ . Combining this with the 
asymptotic expression for the spectral Green's function, the product j/tG jy decays only as
fast as for the junction-junction interaction. If ¡3 is held constant while an integration 
is performed over a , which is the procedure suggested by Eq. (3.47), the inner product 
will not converge. However, in polar coordinates [42], where a  = kpcos(p and ¡3 = kpsirup, 
the worst-case convergence rate is l /^ s in 2<p, i.e., except for along the radius (p = 0, the kp 
integration converges.
Sample results using this basis set are shown in Fig. 5.8, for a geometry similar to 
one in the literature [15]. The geometry is a periodic array of cross-shaped conducting 
patches ('Tr\\ = = 1 cm, L = 0.6875 cm, W -  0.0625 cm, Q  = 90 deg) printed on a 3
mm dielectric substrate of relative permittivity er = 4 - j.02. The frequency response has 
been computed twice, once using rooftop basis functions (12 per arm), and once using the 
entire-domain functions of Tsao and Mittra (2 per arm plus the junction function). The 
agreement between the results is quite good. It is interesting to note that the addition of a
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small amount of loss in the dielectric region prevents the reflection characteristic from 
reaching a maximum of 1.0 at resonance.
If the same element and lattice are assumed for frequency selective surfaces of 3, 7, 
and 15 patches wide, most of the difference in the plot of the reflection coefficient occurs 
near the resonant frequency. Figures 5.9 and 5.10 show the variation in the reflection 
coefficient for different array sizes. As before, the greatest difference between the finite 
and periodic results occurs for the smallest number of elements, the difference becoming 
less as more elements are considered. When the dominant component of the current is 
flowing parallel to the edge of the array (TE polarization), the edge has more influence on 
the reflected fields; when the dominant current is flowing perpendicularly to the edge of the 
array, the edge effect is less significant
As a second example, the free-standing surface of Pelton and Munk [39] is 
considered, which is periodic in skewed coordinates: 7 ^  = 2.44 cm, T^2 = 1.725 cm, L 
= 1.51 cm, W = 0.044 cm, Q  = 45 deg. Figure 5.11 compares computed values of the 
reflection coefficient from a periodic surface and their measured results for oblique 
incidence (0,* = 30°), showing the characteristic antiresonance of the crossed-dipole array. 
For this example, two trigonometric basis functions per arm plus the junction function were 
used to approximate the current on the cross. The Floquet harmonics were summed out to 
a point which was twice the spectral bandwidth of the highest (trigonometric) component of 
the current. Four basis functions per arm reproduced their results exactly.
If the periodic surface of Fig. 5.11 is truncated to 15 elements wide, the effect on the 
reflection coefficient is shown in Fig 5.12. The reflection coefficient for the periodic 
surface is shown for comparison. Both results were computed using the same 
approximations: two trigonometric-type basis functions per arm plus the junction function, 
encircling that portion of the spectrum that was less than twice the spectral radius of the 
(trigonometric) basis functions.
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TE Polarization
frequency (GHz)
(a)
TE Polarization
frequency (GHz)
subdomain
entire-domain
subdomain
entire-domain
(b)
Figure 5.8. (a) Magnitude and (b) phase of the reflection coefficient for a 
periodic array of cross-shaped elements on a dielectric 
substrate, computed with two different sets of basis functions. 
TJll =T-n2 = 1 cm, L = 0.6875 cm, W = 0.0625 cm, Q  = 
90 deg, (G w )  = (0.1°, 0.1°).
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TE Polarization
a periodic 
# 3 elements
b 7 elements
» 15 elements
frequency (GHz)
(a)
TE Polarization (M agnified View)
periodic 
3 elements 
7 elements 
15 elements
(b)
Figure 5.9. Computed values for the reflection coefficient for finite-width 
frequency selective surfaces of 3, 7, and 15 patches on a 
dielectric backing. Same element and lattice as in Fig. 5.8, 
TE polarization (Einc = $Ey), (Qi,(pi) = (0.1°, 0.1°):  
(a) frequency range 8-18 GHz, (b) 12-14 GHz.
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TM  Polarization
frequency (GHz)
□ periodic 
•  3 elements
a 7 elements
» 15 elements
(a)
TM  Polarization (M agnified View)
□ periodic 
» 3 elements
b 7 elements
» 15 elements
1 2 . 0  1 2 . 5  1 3 . 0  1 3 . 5  1 4 . 0
frequency (GHz)
(b)
Figure 5.10. Computed values for the reflection coefficient for finite-width 
frequency selective surfaces of 3, 7, and 15 patches on a 
dielectric backing. Same element and lattice as in Fig. 5.8, 
TM polarization (Einc = &EX), ( )  = (0.1°, 0.1°): 
(a) frequency range 8-18 GHz, (b) 12-14 GHz.
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TM  Polarization
frequency (GHz)
□ periodic 
« measured
Figure 5.11. Comparison of computed and m easured data for the 
frequency selective surface of Pelton and Munk [39]: 
periodic array, TM polarization (E inc = $£*), (9i,(pi) = 
(30°, 0°).
TM  Polarization
frequency (GHz)
□ periodic 
« 15 elements
Figure 5.12. Computed reflection coefficients for a 15-element frequency 
selective surface of finite width and its periodic counterpart: 
TM polarization ( E ^  =/kEx), (0i,(pi) = (30°, 0°).
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These results show the error in using the periodic approximation to predict 
electromagnetic scattering from a finite array of various sizes, when the frequency of the 
incident field is near the first resonance of the element. If a finite-width array is 15 patches 
wide, the error in the scattered field using the periodic approximation is on the order of two 
per cent. However, if the frequency is much lower than the first resonant frequency of the 
element, a low-frequency resonance can be excited on the array, as shown in Figs. 5.13 
and 5.14, even when there is no direct electrical connection between the two edges. In 
both of these examples, the array is embedded between two identical dielectric layers of 
relative permittivity 4 - y.02 and thickness t = .5 cm; In the first example, the array is 
exactly two wavelengths wide at the frequency of the incident field. The two-wavelength 
envelope is plainly visible in the magnitude plot. In the second example, the array is four 
wavelengths wide at the frequency of the incident field. Since the edge effect is not 
localized in this frequency range, approximating the fields from a periodic-array 
formulation would be significantly in error. Such models cannot predict the interaction of 
two edges, which is clearly present in Figs. 5.13 and 5.14.
None of the previous examples illustrate the versatility of the multilayer Green's 
function developed in Sec. 3.1. A sa  final example, sample results for a periodic surface 
embedded in a four-layer dielectric medium are presented. The geometry is shown in Fig. 
5.15, which was described by Contu and Tascone [43]. The element is a crossed dipole, 
whose lattice and dimensions are given by T = 0.65 cm, T^  = 0.46 cm, L  = 0.555 cm, 
W = 0.015 cm, Q  = 45 deg, as defined in Fig. 5.7. The results are presented in terms of 
the magnitude of the reflection coefficient, which, for frequencies low enough that only one 
propagating mode exists in the free-space regions above and below the surface, can be 
accurately approximated by
8&
j
ii *>!  1 -  (RT0E0)2 , for TE incidence, and (5.27a)
\ T $ \ = ^ / T O 2, for TM incidence. (5.27b)
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Figure 5.13. Low-frequency resonance on a finite array of 15 cross-shaped 
conducting patches embedded between two identical dielectric 
layers. Tjjx = T^2 = 1.6 cm, L = L51 cm, W = 0.044 cm, Q 
= 90 deg, erv er2 = 4 - j .02, t\, 12 = 0.5 cm, frequency =
2.5 GHz, (9i,(pi) = (1°, 1°): (a) magnitude, (b) phase.
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Figure 5.14. Low-frequency resonance on a finite array of 15 cross-shaped 
conducting patches embedded between two identical dielectric 
layers. Tm  = Tm  = 1.6 cm, L = 1.51 cm, W = 0.044 cm, Q 
-  90 deg, erv eri = 4 - j .02, fi, t2 = 0.5 cm, frequency = 
5 GHz, {6i,(p0 = (1°, 1°): (a) magnitude, (b) phase.
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t x= 0.18 mm Kevlar £ r  = 4.1
r 9 = 7.5 mm Kevlar Honeycomb £ r = 1.05
1 3= 0.18 mm Kevlar £ r  = 4.1
tA = 0.05 mm Kapton £ r  = 3.2
Figure 5.15. Four-layer dielectric medium (Contu and Tascone [43]).
The numerical results of Fig. 5.16 were computed using four trigonometric-type 
basis functions on each of the two arms plus the junction function. For the interactions that 
do not involve the junction basis function, the inner products were evaluated by truncating 
the spectra at eight times the highest spectral bandwidth of the trigonometric basis 
functions. For those matrix elements that involve the junction basis function, the inner 
products were evaluated by summing out to sixteen times the highest spectral bandwidth of 
the trigonometric-type basis functions.
The discrepancy between the two results at higher frequencies can be reduced for 
the TE polarization by including more basis functions in the expansion of the unknown. 
However, this does not explain the discrepancy for the TM polarization, for which the 
addition of up to twenty basis functions per arm does not improve the agreement between 
the two results. The accuracy of these results has also been confirmed by an independent 
program using twenty rooftop basis functions per wavelength. The difference might be
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Figure 5.16. Computed values of the transmission coefficients for the 
geometry of Contu and Tascone [43]: (0,(p) = (30°, 45°).
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explained by one of the following facts. (1) Unlike the paper by Contu and Tascone, no 
attempt was made here to incorporate the edge singularity in the representation for the 
current. This is usually not a significant source of error for narrow elements. (2) Since 
Contu and Tascone have employed the scattering-matrix approach to incorporate the 
dielectric support, perhaps the difference can be blamed on the fact that typically a large 
number of Floquet space harmonics must be included in the scattering matrices as the layers 
become extremely thin, as they are in this example.
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CHAPTER 6
ARBITRARY INCIDENCE AND NONUNIFORM ARRAYS
When a frequency selective surface is considered to be finite, the vector-Floquet 
nature of the fields vanishes, i.e., the scattered field is no longer a discrete spectrum of 
plane waves, regardless of the nature of the incident field. In this case, it is not necessary 
to restrict one's attention to plane-wave sources, or to truncated versions of periodic 
surfaces. Arbitrary incident fields can easily be treated in the context of finite arrays, and 
all of the tools that were developed to predict the currents on uniform finite arrays are 
directly applicable to nonuniform arrays. The designer is therefore capable of modeling the 
effects of varying the size and shape of the elements, as well as the array lattice, allowing 
more flexibility to achieve his design goals. The reasons for doing so will become apparent 
as we proceed.
For most of the unit cell geometries used in practice, the null frequencies in the 
reflection or transmission characteristics are very sensitive to the incident angles of the 
incident field. Since FSS structures are typically narrow band, it is essential that a surface 
be designed for the incident angles that exist in a given system. However, in numerous 
practical situations, the incident field is not a plane wave, and an entire range of incident 
angles exists at the surface of the array. This is the case, for example, when a frequency 
selective surface is in the Fresnel field of an electromagnetic horn. In this chapter, the 
effects of a non-plane-wave source will be modeled using a very simple and natural 
extension of the plane-wave situation, demonstrating that a serious degradation in 
performance results when a realistic source is used. A method is proposed to compensate
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for the effects of non-plane-wave illumination by tapering the geometry of the surface 
across the array.
The problem that will be considered is a dichroic subreflector in an offset 
configuration. Because of their ease of manufacture and analytical treatment, planar, rather 
than hyperbolic, surfaces are often used in this application. In order to isolate the 
significant variables and to reduce the problem to a manageable size, the analysis is 
performed for a frequency selective surface of finite width, permitting the incident field to 
vary in a non-plane-wave fashion only along the finite dimension of the array. The x 
variation of the field is arbitrary, but the y variation is assumed to be the phase dependence 
associated with a uniform plane wave. The geometry is illustrated in Fig. 6.1. In this 
case, the source is close enough to the array that the incident field cannot be considered a 
plane wave.
Figure 6.1. A finite-width, free-standing array of y-directed thin dipoles 
illuminated by an electromagnetic horn.
The application of the spectral-Galerkin technique results in a matrix equation of the
form,
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2^r„ s in i2 ^12 j - 1
Xc; X G(a,pn)
=J J j/Ct.y) EmcO:,;y) , i = 1, 2./ .  (6.1)
For plane-wave excitation, the kernel of the double integral on the right-hand side of Eq. 
(6.1) is of Fourier-transform type, which allows the integrations to be carried out 
analytically (cf. Sec. 3.5). This prompts us to write an arbitrary field in terms of a Fourier 
series, which, for the one-dimensional case of interest to us, takes the form
where Ne is the number of elements, Tx is the average period along the x  axis, and NeTx is 
the width of the array. The vector constants em are determined in the usual manner by 
multiplying both sides of Eq. (6.2) by the complex conjugate of the exponential term and 
integrating over the width, which may be done for all em in parallel via the fast Fourier 
transform. When this representation is substituted for the incident field, the two- 
dimensional integrations on the right can be done analytically, as before, resulting in a 
simple series expression for the right-hand side. It should be emphasized that the 
numerically-intensive process of filling the moment-method matrix is done only once, and 
the resultant system of equations is solved using a composite right-hand side.
In order to determine the effect of non-plane-wave incidence on the scattered field, the 
reflection coefficient is defined as the far-zone scattered electric field in the specular 
direction due to a unit row of dipoles, normalized with respect to the physical optics 
scattering of a perfectly conducting sheet of the same physical area. Since the incident field 
has been decomposed into a spectrum of plane waves according to Eq. (6.2), the 
calculation is easily performed. As in the periodic case, the magnitude of the reflection 
coefficient reaches a maximum of 1.0 at the element resonances.
M
(6.2)
m =  - M N Te A x
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As an example, the x variation of the incident field is assumed to be the H-plane cut 
of the far-field pattern of an E-plane sectoral horn. It is important that the reader realize that 
the far-field pattern was chosen only for convenience in order to give a realistic model for 
the magnitude and phase distribution of the incident field on the array. The horn model is 
described by Balanis [44], in which the magnitude distribution of the fields at the mouth of 
the horn is assumed to be the same as the distribution for the dominant TEio mode in the 
feed waveguide, and the phase distribution is assumed to be the phase distribution of a 
cylindrical wave emanating from the apex of the hom (see Fig. 6.2). The far-field pattern 
o f this aperture field is computed using standard techniques, where the integrals are 
evaluated in terms of cosine and sine Fresnel integrals.
Figure 6.2. E-plane hom.
The frequency selective surface chosen for the numerical study is a finite-width 
version of the periodic surface described by Ott et al. [37]. The unit cell is defined in Fig. 
6.3, where Tx = Ty = 1.78 cm, L = 1.27 cm, W = 0.127 cm, Q = 90 deg. Fifteen 
y-directed thin dipoles are assembled along the x axis and then replicated in a periodic
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Figure 6.3. Unit cell in a dipole array.
fashion along the positive and negative y axes to generate the complete surface. The 
elements are assumed to be thin enough that the transverse current on each element (i.e., 
Jx ) is negligible, as well as the x  variation of Jy. As a result, the operator is discretized 
using rooftop basis functions and Galerkin testing.
The dimensions of the horn are a = 0.5A, b -  0.25A, b\ = 2.75A, p \  = 6.0A at 
10 GHz, which are held fixed as the frequency is varied. The phase center of the horn is 
located along the radial line (0,(p) = (30°, 180°), at a range of 26.7 cm from the origin, as 
defined in Fig. 6.1, and is oriented so that the incident field is parallel to the elements. For 
these dimensions, the effective incident angles are 0 = 0° at the left edge, 6 = 30° at the 
origin, and 0 = 49.1° at the extreme right edge of the array. A plot of the incident field 
distribution along the x  axis (magnitude and phase) is shown in Fig. 6.4, at a frequency of 
10 GHz, and assuming ky = 0. The maximum field intensity occurs at a point which is 
midway between the left edge, where the horn is closest to the array, and the origin, which 
is along the maximum of the horn's field pattern. The change in slope of the phase plot is 
due to the change in effective incident angle on the array.
The power reflection coefficient for a 15-element array illuminated by this incident 
field is shown in Fig. 6.5. Also shown is the reflection curve for a periodic surface 
illuminated by a plane-wave field incident from (0, (p) = (30°, 180°).
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Figure 6.4 (a). Magnitude distribution of the incident field on a finite-width 
array: frequency = 1 0  GHz, (6,(p) = (30°, 180°), range = 
26.7 cm, ky = 0.
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x (m)
Figure 6.4 (b). Phase distribution of the incident field across a finite-width 
array: frequency = 10 GHz, (0,(p) = (30°, 180°), range = 
26.7 cm, ky = 0.
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Uniform  Array
Figure 6.5. Power reflection coefficient versus frequency: plane-wave 
scattering from a periodic surface, and scattering from a 
tapered finite-width FSS of 15 elements due to an incident 
field that varies as the H-plane cut of an E-plane sectoral horn.
As is evident from the figure, non-plane-wave illumination of the surface causes significant 
distortion in its reflection curve. About ten per cent of the available power is lost at 
resonance and about 20 per cent of the bandwidth.
The source of the problem appears to be the change in effective illumination angle on 
the array. Figure 6.6 is a plot of the resonant frequency versus incident angle for the 
element used in this example. The resonant frequency shifts from 11.2 GHz at 6 = 0° to 
9.25 GHz at 0 -  50°. Since the half-power bandwidth of the stop band is 1 GHz at 0 = 
30°, a 2-GHz shift in the resonant frequency over the range of incident angles on the array 
causes serious distortion in the frequency response. Locally, each dipole is resonating at a 
different frequency, due to the different effective incident angles at each point on the array.
As a remedy, the idea is to design each cell as though it were the unit cell of a periodic 
surface illuminated by a plane wave at the effective incident angle seen by that particular
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Figure 6.6. Shift in resonant frequency for the element of Ott et al. [37].
cell. In the 15-element example, unit cells are designed for 15 periodic surfaces illuminated 
by plane waves at 15 different incident angles, such that they all resonate at the same center 
frequency. The 15 unit cells obtained in this manner are assembled to construct the 15- 
element array, and the result is tested in a finite frequency selective surface. In the design 
stage, however, only the horizontal cell sizes and element lengths are permitted to vary, 
while the vertical cell size Ty and element width are held constant.
In designing the 15 cells that compose the finite array, two methods were used. A 
design frequency is chosen, at which all of the elements of the finite array were to become 
resonant. In the first method, both the lengths and spacings of the elements were scaled by 
the ratio of the design frequency and the resonant frequency at the dipole's effective 
illumination angle. In the second method, only the spacings between the elements were 
adjusted, according to the above ratio, leaving the lengths fixed. After assembling the 15 
unit cells obtained in this manner and computing their frequency response in the finite 
array, the second method was found to give somewhat better performance than the first 
method, and its reflection curve is shown in Fig. 6.7. Hence, as a result of tapering the
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surface geometry, all of the power is reflected at resonance as before, leaving only a slight 
reduction in bandwidth, which may be recoverable through further optimization.
Nonuniform  Array
Figure 6.7. Power reflection coefficient versus frequency: plane-wave 
scattering from a periodic surface, and scattering from a 
tapered finite-w idth FSS of 15 elem ents due to the 
electromagnetic-horn incident field.
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C H A PTER  7
CO N CLU SIO N S AND SU G G ESTIO N S FO R  FU TU RE W O R K
The analysis of finite frequency selective surfaces is still in its infancy: this thesis is 
the result of one of the first attempts at modeling finite arrays. In it, the formulation of the 
scattering problem in the spectral domain has been presented, the essential considerations 
involved in implementing the spectral-Galerkin equation have been discussed, and a few 
selected geometries have been analyzed to illustrate the conclusions. Motivated by existing 
applications, numerical modeling o f generalized sources and nonuniform frequency 
selective surfaces has also been done.
The effects of finite dimensions on the performance of frequency selective surfaces 
have been classified into two frequency regimes. At frequencies near the first resonance of 
the element, the edge effect is localized and extends from three to seven cells toward the 
center of the array. Sample calculations show that the component of the current flowing 
perpendicularly to the polarization of the incident field is significantly enhanced near the 
edges; however, for more than 15 elements, the periodic approximation gives about two 
per cent accuracy in the scattered fields. At lower frequencies, an edge-to-edge resonance 
can be excited on the array, even when there is no direct electrical connection between the 
two edges. In this regime, the edge effect is obviously not localized, and it would be 
impossible to accurately predict the scattered fields from such a surface using infinite 
models.
In Chapter 6, it was shown that the use of a realistic source model, such as the near 
field of an electromagnetic horn, caused serious degradation in the frequency response of a 
particular finite frequency selective surface. Since the resonant frequency of most
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frequency selective surfaces is strongly influenced by incident angles, it was postulated that 
the poor performance was due to the presence of a wide range of effective incident angles 
on the array. A method was therefore suggested to continuously vary the lattice of the 
array in order to force all of the elements to resonate simultaneously at a given frequency. 
Based on this theory, a nonuniform frequency selective surface was designed and modeled 
in the presence of the horn, and it was shown that continuously varying the surface 
geometry was an effective means of alleviating the distortion.
Looking ahead to possible areas of research in frequency selective surfaces, it is 
appropriate to mention first of all that this is not the last word in finite frequency selective 
surfaces. Because of the large amounts of computer time required for some geometries and 
limitations in computer storage, the two-dimensional examples were limited to certain thin- 
patch geometries that could be analyzed with a small number of unknowns. The next 
generation of computers will make many of the assumptions used here unnecessary. 
Furthermore, all of the results presented in the thesis were generated with special-purpose 
routines. A general-purpose program capable of modeling arbitrary finite frequency 
selective surfaces with arbitrary incident fields would be a valuable contribution.
The simplifications and restrictions imposed at the beginning suggest other possible 
areas of research. Many applications that require wider frequency bandwidths will need to 
incorporate two or more printed surfaces to meet those requirements. While this problem 
has been solved satisfactorily for periodic surfaces, numerical modeling of multiple layers 
of finite frequency selective surfaces has never been attempted. Computation time and 
storage requirements increase in proportion to the number of layers squared, if  the 
multilayered problem is solved at once. However, a procedure analogous to the scattering 
matrix approach for periodic surfaces would reduce the demands on computer resources.
A second area of research is suggested by the fact that in this work, only the printed 
surface was assumed to be finite in some sense, while the surrounding medium was 
assumed to be an infinite medium of uniform homogeneous dielectric layers. This made it
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possible to derive the analytical Green's functions. If the guided modes in the dielectric 
wave guide carry sufficient energy, particularly for oblique incidence, then truncating the 
dielectric may have a significant effect on the scattered fields. How much effect, or under 
what conditions this effect may be substantial, is not known. Incorporating the effects of a 
finite dielectric slab will involve the equivalent of discretizing the polarization current in the 
dielectric medium and solving simultaneously for this current and the conduction current on 
the printed surface. Some of this work has already begun at the University of Illinois by 
considering a finite number of infinite strips embedded in an infinite dielectric cylinder of 
rectangular cross section.
A third area of research is that of curved surfaces. A natural starting place would be 
the development of a formal notation capable of describing the shape, position, orientation, 
and curvature of an element in three-dimensional space, much like the notation used in the 
geometrical theory of diffraction. Such a formalism might also be applied to other 
deterministic scattering problems as well.
Finally, a fourth area of research that could be carried out in the context of periodic 
surfaces is the development of a systematic design procedure. Most, if not all, of the 
programs used in practice are analysis tools. The designer is given a set of specifications, 
and then, based on his experience, he analyzes tens or hundreds of cases to find one that 
comes close to meeting the specifications. Depending on his level of expertise, this process 
could be very time-consuming -  and the intuition he gains is not easily passed on to his 
colleagues.
The alternative would be to automate this procedure in an optimization program. The 
inputs to the program would be the design specifications: resonant frequency, bandwidth, 
polarization of the field (linear or circular), etc. Beginning at an initial design, the program 
would be designed to incrementally vary the adjustable parameters of the surface until the 
design goals were achieved. The output of the program would be the number of
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conducting layers, the lattice, the shapes and sizes of the elements, and the thicknesses and 
permittivities of the dielectric layers.
Predicting the future is a tricky business, but the problems discussed here are 
potentially interesting and are motivated by real applications in existing or proposed 
systems.
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